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Annual Moonlight Parade For Dargan Is Friday Night
1940 Taps Distribution To Start
This Saturday, Editor Wray Says
Largest Volume
Yet Issued By
Yearbook Staff
Sikes Honored
By Dedication
Editor Vic Wray said today that
distribution of the 1940 "Gone
With The Wind" size Taps to students will begin Saturday morning. It is expected that it will
take more than a week to complete the distribution.
Ten pages larger than last year's
book, the Taps is this year dedicated to Dr. Enoch W. Sikes,
Clemson's retiring president. "It is
fitting," editor Wray said, "that
we dedicate the Taps to Dr. Sikes.
We feel that he has contributed
more to Clemson than any other
man, and we dedicate this year's
book to him as the Taps Staff's
recognition of his service to the
College."
THE THEME
The theme of the book this year
is medieval valor. The art work,
featuring medieval red, ties
the
medieval
theme
in with
the
six main divisions, and is in
keeping with the sections of the
book. Subdivisions />f the main
sections feature modern sketches.
All art work and satire was
handled by Associate and Art
Editor Hord Stubblefield. StubbleHeld, Wray, and Business Manager Preston Garrett spent most of
last summer mapping out the general layout anC rearranging the
taps room in the seventh barracks
and in installing
new
desks,
Equipment, and files.
Although the sections devoted
to administration, Classes, the
beauty section—Vanity Pair—athletics, and organizations are arranged very much the same as
last
year,
important changes
have been made m the military
layouts to add interest throughout the companies. An extra subdivision has also been added to the
senior section. Five color
pages
have also been added in the front.
PLENTY OF PHOTOS
Done by staff
photographer
Robert Taylor, staff photographer,
took all of the pictures, and completely processed the prints in the
Tiger-Taps photo room.
Said Wray
today, "Our aim
thoughout the planning and writing the of the thirty-third volume
of Taps has been to produce a
book that will please the students.
We, of course, would like to win
national honors, but that has been
secondary." Taps was selected as
All-American in 1937 and 1939.
For the first time in several
years Taps was this year printed
by a South Carolina company, the
R. L. Bryan Company, of Columbia. Photographs were made by
Gaspar Ware, of Atlanta, and engravings were made by Photo
Process Company, also of Atlanta.

Cox, Dukes Head
Pance Band Here
Lewis Cox, rising junior from
Belton, was last night elected director of the Jungaleers, Clemson
dance orchestra, to succeed Teb.?e
Hawkins, agricultural senior from
Lincolnton, N. C. Cox is saxophonist with the band this year.
Bob Dukes, rising Orangeburg
senior, was named business manager. He success Maurice Turner.
Dukes is first sergeant of the band
and at present drummer for the
Jungaleers.
.

BEHOLD THE TAPS—After more than nine
months of work, the top executive men of the
Taps staff draw around the desk to inspect the
first copy of the 1940 publication. The largest
yearbook in Clemson history, the book this year
includes added color photographs and sketches

to carry out the medieval theme. Art and Associate Editor Stubblefield,
Business Manager
Preston Garrett, and Editor Wray are shown
examining the introduction to the Activities secWon—Staff Photo By Bob Hufford.

Eight Leading Juniors Tapped
By Blue Key Fraternity Today
Worms Represent
Student Leaders
Blue Key, national honor fraternity, at chapel ceremonies today
tapped eight of Clemson's leading
juniors.
Following brief intrdouctions by
President George McMillan of the
fraternity, the following boys were
formally invited to join:
Edgar
Ross, Dick Caughman,
DeWitt Ross, J. S. Mace, Ed Hallman, Pincknkey Eve, Lauren Dreisbach, and James J. Lever, Jr.
The new members will be formally inducted after a brief informal initiation period.
In addition to the student initiates, two prominent Clemsonians
were inducted as honorary members: Dr. Pickens McCollum and
P. B. Holtzencorff.
The achievements listed for the
initiates are:
Edgar Ross, of Savannah, president of the Block C. Club, a varsity
boxer, member of Tiger
Brotherhood, First Sergeant Club
president.
Dick
Caughman, of Columbia,
top ranking member junior Taps
staff, member Tiger Brotherhood,
first sergeant, publicity chairman
engineer-architecture day.
DeWitt Ross, or West Columbia,
brigade sergeant major, commander fourth regiment of Pershing
Rifles, secretary Tiger Brotherhood, member Phi Psi, YMCA Cabinet.
J. S. Mace, of Charleston, supply sergeant,
sports editor The
Tiger, manager the rifle team,
president of Alpha Chi Sigma,
member Tiger Brotherhood, member of Minor C Club, secretary of
—Continued on Page Five—

Horticulturists
Elect Mathews
Ward B. Mathews, horticulture
senior from Orlando, Fla., was this
week elected president of the Clemson Horticulture Club. Mathews will
succeed F. W. Thode of Walhalla as
president of the group.
Charles W. Gwin, junior from
North Augusta, was elected vice
president, and H. S. Berry, horticulture junior ' from Greer was
elected secretary and treasurer.G.
W. Brown, of Hickory Grove, is the
new reporter.
The new officers will assume
their duties at the next meeting of
the club.
Other retiring officers are J. B.
McClure, vice-president, and C. W.
Gwin, secretary and treasurer.
8

Mace Named Captain
On Pershing Rifles
Regimental Staff
John S. Mace, chemistry junior from Charleston, was this
week commissioned captain on
tthe fourth regiment stafi of
Pershing Rifles, national military fraternity, according to an
anouncement by DeWitt J.
Ross, regimental commander.
Mace, a supply sergeant in
the Clemson brigade, is manager of the rifle team, a member of the Tiger Brotherhood,
a member or the Minor C
club, sports editor of The Tiger,
master alchemist of Alpha Chi
Sigma, secretary of the Scouter's Service Society, and a
member of the International
Relations Club.

300 Dates Here
For Annual Show
Of Night March
First Parade Of
Spring Schedule
With more that 300 Taps Ball
dates
in the reviewing
section,
Clemson's 2276 students will shine
in the moonlight tomorrow night
for this year's Honorary Cadet Colonel, Pet Dargan, of Winthrop.
Also expected to be here for the
first major parade of the intensified military season, will ,be some
four thousand visitors from nearby
towns.
Held for the first time in connection with a major dance, the parade is slated to begin at 7:30 tomorrow night. Immediately following the parade, the Taps staff will
be treated to its annual banquet in
the college mess hall and the Taps
ball in the field house.
Taps Editor Vic Wray said today
that the first copies of the 1940
yearbook will be given to the Vanity Fair beauty section winners at
the banquet. A copy of Taps will
also be on display at the dance.
Uniform for the parade includes
white trousers with
regualtion
blouse and dress bel-, and white
trousers, white shoe:;, and purple
sashes for officers above the rank
of executive lieutenant.
First call has been set for 7:20,
just when the moon is scheduled
to rise over Hotel Hill. The parade
will last about an hour.
Graham said today that the parade is expected to be one of the
best of the year. "We are just beginning to master the new drill, and
with Pet on «he reviewing . stand,
we can't miss."

McMillan Wins
In National
Essay Contest
George McMillan, textile engineering senior from Milledgeville,
and a CAA student, was this week
officially informed that he had
won third place and a prize of $50
in a national collegiate essay contest sponsored by Paul H. Hickley,
chairman of the Civil Aeronautics
Authority and the National Aeronautic Association.
The contest, open to all collegiate
aviators in the United States provided that the essay should be
written about the cultural value of
flying as compared to other academic courses. McMillan's essay
contained about 1000 words.
A member of the Local writers
fraternity, Gamma Alpha Mu, McMillan is a former Managing Editor
of The Tiger. He is also president
of Blue Key, and a member Tiger
Brotherhood, Phi Psi, vice president
of the YMCA, and other campus organizations.

WHEN COLONELS GET TOGETHER—Honorary
Cadet Colonel Pet Dargan and Cadet Colonel
Alex Graham got together here this week for the
Tiger Cameraman and to discuss plans for the

Tiger Given First Class By ACP
In National Collegiate Ratings
Eve Announces
YMCA Cabinet

YMCA President Pinckney Eve
this week announced that the selections of the YMCA Cabinet for
next year have been completed.
Rising senior cabinet men are,
besides Eve, W. E. Awtrey, P. B.
Holtzendorff, III, D. J. Ross, Howard Driver, Raymond Sellers, Jack
Lytton, Ed Young, A. L. Brooks,
Lafonie Vereen, and J. J. Lever.
Rising junior members are TheoBOOKER TO MEMPHIS
Mr. L. R. Booker, initerant teach- dore Gage, Nelson Jackson, Ed
er, trainer and assistant state su- Garrison, Jimmy Skardon, Jack
pervisor of industrial education, will Courson, Dick sosnowski, David
attend th>» meeting of the Southern
Regional Conference for industrial Bisset, Julian Dusenbury, Givens
education in Memphis next week. 8' Young, and Harry Stui-gis.

ANNUAL BALL TO FOLLOW MOONLIGHT PARADE AND BANQUET

400 Girls Expected Here For Taps Ball
FRANK HORTON
The Annual Taps Ball is just
around the corner, and the yearbook boys are all tuned up for a
big week-end. Their big moment is
close at hand and they are eagerly, but patiently, waiting for the
festivities to start. Prexy Wray and
his boys are doing their best to
make this one of the best dance
series of the year.

Word has been received from Mr.
Teagarden and company that the
band is in tip top shape and will
be on hand in time for the opening whistle on Friday night. Mr.
Teagarden, the slide horn artist,
and his orchestra have enjoyed
quite a bit of fame throughout the
country and promise to give us
some of the best music ever. His
recent successes at the Black
Hawk Restaurant, Chicago; Rose-

land Ballroom, New York; The
New York World's Fair; Meadowbrook Country Club; Cedar Grove,
New Jersey; and Ray more Ballroom, Boston are sufficient evidence or his wortn. His entire band
composed of former musicians of
Tommy Dorsey, Benny Goodman,
Bob Crosby, Larry Clinton, and
Russ Morgan are plenty hot and
strictly in the groove! Incidentally, Jack started on his musical

annual Moonlight Parade to be held in honor
of Pet Friday night. The parade, to begin at
7:30, is expected to attract several thousand
visitors from nearby towns, staff photo By Bob Hufford

career at the same time as Glen
Miller and
both have rapidly
reached the top in the field of music.
Prexy Wray has announced that
.a banquet in honor of the Taps
beauties and sponsors will be held
on Friday night preceding the
dance. At this time, they will be
presented with copies of the new
1940 Taps by the Taps Staff. Fa—Continued on Page Five—

Edited By Mazo,
McMillan, Lawton
The Tiger, edited by Earl Mazo of
among the 22 top ranking college
Charleston, was this week listed
■newspapers in the United States.
The rating was given by judges
for the Associated Collegiate Press,
nation-wide student newspaper organization with headquarters at the
University of Minnesota.
The Clemson newspaper is being"printed this year at The Anderson
Daily Mail-Independent plant, under the supervision of Paul Murphy,
plant foreman..
Mr. Murphy, then a printer at the
Brown plant in Anderson, was
make-up man on the first Tiger,
published in 1907. The paper, a
half-sized tabloid, was founded by
Louis Horton, of Anderson, A. B.
Taylor, of Spartanburg, and Prof.
S. R. Rhodes, of Clemson.
Staff executives with Mazo on the
prize-winning Tiger were George
McMillan, of Chatanooga, Tenn.,
and Marion R. Lawton, of Garnett,
business manager. Present Tiger
executives, appointed in February,
are James J. Lever, Jr., of Columbia, editor; Mitchell F. Simmons, of
Greer, managing editor, and Robert L. Hempstead, of Atlanta, business manager.
Other South Carolina collegiate
journals rating in the top flight
were the Game Cock of the University of South Carolina, and the
Hornet of Furman University.

Seniors Reminded
To Order Invitations
Before April 25
In a statement to The
Tiger this week, Senior
Class President Manley
Stallworth again urged
all seniors who are planning to purchase invitations to have their orders
in by April 25.
"The deadline will definitely not be extended,"
Stallworth said. Orders
are being taken in Room
2-201 after any meal.
Prices:
Dutch fold
10c
Cardboard bound booklets ....
, 20c
Leather bound booklets
,
35c

BY THEIR
—Words—
"All of those people up in the
mountains are Baptists . . . They
don't know enough not to be Baptists."
—Sikes
"The craziest thing that man has
ever done, has been done by the
statistician."
—Williams

Blue Key Initiates Who Will Undergo Brief Torture Week At Hands Of Old Members

Ed Hallman

J. S. Mace

DeWitt Ross

Pinckney Eve

Dick Caughman

Lauren Dreisbach.

Jimmie Lever.
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For Worms Only . . .
To The Blue Key Worms
Dear Worms:
You have been recognized for your student leadership by being extended an invitation to join Clemson's most exclusive
fraternity, Blue Key.
I cannot impress upon you too much, as
Dr. SIKES so ably said in Chapel today, that
you have been given more than an honor.
You have also been given a job. Your job
is to serve Clemson. That is the Slogan of
Blue Key—Service.
Representing almost every phase of college life, as you do, the student body and
college officials justly expects you to uphold the high standards which the majority of former Blue Key members have
attained.
Your job is a hard one. There is plenty
to be done at Clemson. The student body
expects you to do things, not ride on your
present glory. You were elected to Blue
Key because you have shown in the past
that you can be counted upon to accomplish things.
Above all, remember that you no longer
reflect the character of an individual.
Whatever you do, good or bad, will be
looked upon as a function of Blue Key and
the leaders of the Clemson student body.
Remember, too, that the calibre of the
leadership determines the progressiveness
of an institution. As members of Blue Key
you hold that key.
Tom Clemson

Muzzle The Yokels!
Tiger Brotherhood President CRAWFORD
in a letter to TOM CLEMSON this
week once more deplored the deportment
of that certain element in the cadet corps
at public functions here.
i
It seems that appeals to personal pride
and self respect of individuals are of no
avail. These same "corny" few continue to
make themselves obnoxious with their
thoughtlessness.
This newspaper is still of the opinion
that some definite action can be taken by
our efficient cadet officers and the senior
disciplinary council. No punishment could
be too severe.
LAWTON

AGAIN?
Impassioned pleas have been made and
quiet discussions have been held, the reason and emotion of the public have been
appealed to, thousands of words have been
written and more thousands of words have
been spoken—all this against the United
States entering the present war in Europe, and still the United States drifts toward war.
This is the considered opinion of men
high in Washington and men in the inner
circles of Wall Street, all men with inside
knowledge and the ability to interpret
their information.
A reason for entering the war is not
yet clearly defined, yet one will be found
and once more the United States will be
engaged in a foreign war.
"Engaged in war."
That is all that can be said.

Chained Weariness
On every campus, we suppose, the matter of student leaders, and campus big
shots boils down to the same thing—or
the same men.
It is at least true at Clemson that the
few men who WILL do the work eventually
do the things that mark men student
leaders.
The Emory Wheel has analyzed the matter, and we think that they have beefed
well. We wish that we had taken the time
to do the same beefing first, but we didn't,
so we quote the rather winded Wheel editorial.
This newspaper does not think that the
Wheel editorial offers a solution. We are
sure that it does not, but we print it in
these columns just to get a load off our
chests that any college newspaper staff
is glad to get off.
We quote the Wheel:
On Emory's campus today there is a small
group of weary men.
In the group are ten or twelve seniors
and four or five juniors. They are tired of
Emory, its classes and its activities.
They are chained by campus opinion, a
rougish master which binds them with
such titles as campus leaders, "big shots",
"activity men." They feel obligated to the
university and to its student life.
This small group trudges through activities, each member living on cigarettes,
black coffee, late hours, and nervous energy. Each one realizes his health is being
impaired, each one knows his grades are
suffering. Yet he trudges on. It's too late
to quit.
The activity man as a senior is sick of
it all. He wants to sit around the fraternity house once in a while and listen to
records. He wants to talk about his girl,
dances, automobiles, and campus politics.
He wants to feel that some night he can
go to bed before 2:30 confident that he
knows his lesson for the next day. He's
sick of staying up all night, of answering
a thousand questions, of making everybody mad at him. He wants to be "one
of the boys" again.
The activity man feels that after three
and one-half years he's done enough for
his fellow-students and his school. Now is
the time to get out and look for a job.
Comprehensives are coming up soon. And
yet, that old sense of obligation is always
prodding him. It makes him accept duties
he doesn't want, do things he's, tired of
doing. He ruins his health, misses a lot
of pleasure, and wears a couple of keys.
Activities have always existed at Emory
and will exist as long as man can derive
pleasure from a feeling of mastery over
others. Cynics say activities exist only because students are foolish enough to try
to build up lines of type under their name
in the senior section of the Campus. Others point out that activities are good because they give men experience along certain lines, and that men enter activities
because they realize this fact. Still others
sincerely believe that men, without
thoughts of keys and other high honors,
enter activities merely for the love of competition and the satisfaction gained from
a job well done.
Time takes its toll in activities. Freshmen come out for them in droves. During
the sophomore year the number drops. As
juniors, even more realize they're not suited. Consequently, in the fourth year the
burden is thrown on a very few.
Once a man has proved himself a capable and dependable worker, more work and
more responsibility is piled upon him.
Not only students, but faculty directors
of various activities take advantage of his
sense of obligation. They exploit his willingness to work for others—to work even
to the extent of his own ruin.
With so much to do, the leader (at least
the type who is not genius enough to handle all his activities and his school work
satisfactorily) slumps in his studies. Time
taken by his activities forces him to cut
classes. His grades suffer.
At the same time underclassmen see
that the leader isn't making good grades
and begin to harbor the idea that maybe
grades don't mean much after all, especially if such respected men—men who are
popular and who "do things"—make only
medicore marks. The activities themselves
suffer. The few are the powers in so
many campus doings that they have little
time to put on single activities. Men who
might have handled well the high positions have to give away to these "allactivity" men.
Most practical solution lies in the individual himself. May the freshmen and
sophomores realize that too many activities are a burden, an abominable burden.
Let them pick their best fields and stick
to them.
What we need is more balance.

Furniture For Music Room?
As out of place as a tuxedo at a county
fair are the folding chairs in the new Carnegie Music Society hall. The room, modern in every detail, is fitted with the best
equipment available, but as yet funds have
not been secured for outfitting it with appropriate furniture.
This appears to be an excellent project
for some service organization to foster.

IS IT CAMOUFLAGE?

NOT BAD AS HITLER

MUSSOLINI had his picture taken the
other day wearing civilian clothes. It
seems he is determined to stay neutral—
or is he just fooling?

That Hawaiian volcano, Mauna Loa, is
spewing forth again. However, nature is
behind the times—the news stories didn't
mention any neutrals being damaged.

LETTERSTO AND FROM

TOM CLEMSON

THE UNIV. OF ALABAMA WAS
A TREE WHOSE ANCESTRY
CAN BE TRACED BACK
175,000,000 YEARS.'

AT MASSACHUSETTS .STATE COL- :
LEGE, CLEMENT BURR IS PRES- I
IDENT OF THE JUNIOR CLASS AND;
HIS BROTHER.FREDERICK,PRESIDES:
OVER THE FRESHMEN.

^*********t**************t*************************************H

Talk of the Town
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By EARL MAZO
COLORED KLAN
There's a good story making the
rounds about Clemson's colored Ku
Klux Klan.
Last year there was a place of
"drinking and dancing and corruption" over in Calhoun, the "HotSpot," where the campus colored
folks congregated and nad fun.
As the Hot-Spot's business prospered, it's customers livened up,
and the few scattered fights in the
early days of the establishment became more numerous.
Then it was that some conscientious colored folk decided that the
"Hot-Spot needed some disciplining"—so they formed a colored Ku
Klux Klan and went to riding.
In about two weeks the Hot-Spot
closed its doors, and then the Klan
members began to discipline each
other. One of the organizers got 10
lashes from his fellows for "visitin'
at the bottoms too much;" another
felt his Klan's wrath for not giving his children toys.
It all blew over in time, though,
and those in the know say that the
Klansmen have put away their
sheets for a while. Whether those
sheets were white or black hasn't
been told.
PRETTY SINGERS
The Aeolian Guild singers real-

ly vibrated the heart strings of
Clemson's corps last week.
The singing was first advertised
as "A bevy of 60 beautiful gals,"
and the boys who came to see stayed to hear music as beautiful as the
singers.
Top piece on the program, in
this listener's mind, was Sibelius'
Finlandia.
Sieg Holmes liked the general arrangements so much that he planned a trip to Toccoa to hear them
again. Asked what he liked best
in the group, Sieg said, "Did you
say 'what' or 'who?' "
8
PRIZE FEUD
One of the prize stories of the
week was told about a certain first
sergeant who was being raked over
the coals by a certain battalion
commander for not busting a group
of non-reveille-meeting seniors.
Said the junior: "I'll bust them
only when you see fit to get up
for reveille yourself.''
MORE REVEILLE
And still another staff officer
was complaining
about being
awakened by his superior one
morning this week and told to
check-up on the seniors in his
barracks who had been so uncouth
as to sleep through the . early
morning formation.

UAVEt
By MITCHELL SIMMONS
Politics and political parties are
running hot at most colleges and
Emory university is no exception.
'Smatter of fact at Emory aspiring politicos almost built a party
that was not a party.
It was
something like the Little Man Who
Was Not There; Seems that it all
began when a group of students
decided that old Emory needed new
life and a new party with one
Jane Jackson (she of the very
glamourous
Jacksons) as
the
headgirl.
The idea was brilliant, and immediately a tremendous campaign
was planned, which included brass
bands, smiling by Pretty Jane. A
name was even chosen for
the
Party—The
Jackson Democrats.
And the slogan (among others)
would have been, "For Action Call
Jackson."
The party
had
everything.
Ooomph, a good name, and action.
But it didn't click. When the organizers presented
the idea to
Oomph girl Jackson she said no.
She wouldn't be at Emory next
year, and she wouldn't care for
politics if she were.
That rates this column's vote
for the most amusing story of the
month.
GO TA HADES
Everybody else has quoted this
verse, so it must have something.
Anyway, here it is:
"When I asked her to wed,
"Go see father," she said.
Now she knew that I knew
That her father was dead;
And she knew that I knew
What a life he had lead;
And she knew that I knew
What she meant when she said,
"Go see father."
—Duquesne Duke
WILLIAM WOODS COLLEGE
We wouldn't know very much
about geometry, but this
stuff
seems to be in line with our present mathematical mood
particularly after these spring weekends
at some of our sister colleges. The
whole thing is silly, but here it
is:
"Theorem: If you love a boy, he
loves you.
Given: You love a boy.
To prove: He loves you.
Step 1. All the world to you.
Reason—Evident.
Step 3. He loves a lover.
Reason—Things equal to equal
things are equal to each other.
Step 4. You axe a lover.
Reason—Just one of those
things.
Step 5. Therefore he loves you."
The Green Owl,
POMES OF POETRY
"Mother uses cold cream;

CHINS UP! by Mildred Seydell,
Grosset and Dunlap, New York;
$1.00.
CHINS UP! by Mildred Seydell,
Atlanta newspaper woman, is a
small volume of philosophical essays, or "short stories with long
morals," as she herself describes
them. Mrs. Seydell has been feature
writer, columnist and world traveler for the past fifteen years. Her
newspaper career began with the
famous Scopes trial in Dayton in
1925, and since then she has interviewed important people and investigated conditions in many parts of
the world. Her stories of Mussolini
and other European bigwigs have
appeared in leading magazines. The
late Arthur Brisbane once said,
"The desire of all human beings is
to have their emotions interpreted
for them. Mildred Seydell knows
how to do that, for people of all
kinds and classes."
CHINS UP! is the author's philosophy of lif« garnered from the
adversity of the late 1920's. Her
publishers point out that we in
America should be more proud of
the brave flowering of the American spirit after the collapse of our
materialistic dream in 1929 than
of all the victories won on the field
of battle. The autnor of these brief
essays desires sincerely to pass on
to others her courage and her faith
in the goodness of life as we know
it in America.
Father uses lather
My girl uses powder
At least that's what I gather."
OUR REPUBLICAN
' You've probably all heard of our
republican CCE—One beer and
he sees Rhett, two beers and he
sees Scarlett, and three beers and
he is "gone with the wind.
WINTHROP
The story is told of a Clemson
boy who went to Winthrop last
weekend despite the fact that the
o. a. o. was out of town.
The Clemson guy went down to
her Post Office box to look over
her mail which had been collecting for a week or so to get a line
on the competition, and the only
thing that he . found was a card
written to himself—and from the
o. a. o. The Clemson lover was
flattered.
ZOO
From this column's estimate of
the situation, Clemson has things
well in hand at the Zoo. At least
that was the case at the Woman's
college last weekend. The place
looked like a Clemson outpost.

ON ENGINEERING
Tom Richardson
Dear Tom:
Congratulations to you, the student chairman of the Architect and
Engineers Exposision, for tne remarkably fine show which you and
your fellow engineers and architects put on in the engineering
building last week-end.
Clemson student and outside
visitors were equally well impressed with your well organized and
informative display of the things
that be in engineering and architecture.
Particularly commendable is the
fact that the men who were conducting the exhibits
knew what
the display was about and how. it
worked, and were able to give a
good explanation to the visitors
who were less well informed on
that particular object.
That the men knew their exhibits made it possible to give the
true impression that Clemson is
thorough in its training. That—to
demonstrate that Clemson does
teach real engineering and train
men—is the fundamental purpose
of the exposition.
Your show was tops. Newspaper
comment has been generous, and
indications are that the Clemson
Exposition is well established.
TOM CLEMSON.

—that he wonders if Frank Rog—oscar says—
—that the Junior Taps staff are
ers' "blue mood" of late is attributed to the engagement of an old sho-nuff power houses—up until
flame.
Sunday all but one had been in—Oscar says—
formed: Sorry, can't come, will
—that engagements seem .to be write.
very popular of late, but judging
—that if you have any doubts as
from appearances at the social to the ability of the Citadel Kadets,
Friday night "Ritz" Zerbst's loss see page 76 of the April's Readers
didn't phase him—or was he try- Digest.
ing to forget?
—oscar says—
—oscar says—
—that he hears the Bech-Nut
—that Col. Alex and his "Pet" Co. has given Mazo a raise due to
looked real cute Sunday afternoon— his ad in last week "Talk of the
and "Pet" even Dlew the bugle- Town."
Joe Sherman has pictures to prove
—oscar says—
—that one-punch Wilson is so—oscar says—
ing to loose his championship title
—that he hopes everyone who if he continues to try to guard sis
came over for the parade Sunday off that yard engine every night.
afternoon enjoyed it (the parade).
—oscar says—
—oscar s;ivs—
—that romance "a la Grill" of
—that "Stooge" Owens' cap re- Sutton has suddenly gone "Cole"
trieving is at least a new ap—oscar says—
proach.
—that the exhibition rates his
—oscar says—
sincere congratulations — Ricn- ■
—that the G. S. C. W. Aeolian ardson and Co. did a fine job and
Singers are good singers anyway. Oscars hopes Tom and his co—oscar says—•
workers enjoyed it as much as he
—that Bill Hall and "Okie" (see did.
"Grapes of Wrath" for definition)
—oscar sayspri
are now in the Taxi business dur—that he has suddenly res
ing socials — "Y" Cabin, Ceme- there are only six more weeks o^
tery Hill, or Isaqueena _ price: school and he would like to pf.ss
One late date.
the world along as "a word to the
ABOUT WINTHROP
—oscar says—wise".
—that Bill Bouton was Wall—oscar says—
Miss Betty Richardson,
flower No. 2 at the recent C. D. A.—that "Hopey" has been a good
Editor, The Johnsonian
G. S. C. W. suction.
boy lately and such restraint of
—oscar^aays—
temptation should be commended.
—that
Floyd
Hunt
had
better
Dear Betty:
—oscar says—
watch
his
step
—
one
more
strike
—that he thinks Eddie Cohen
Some Clemson fellows told me
and
he'll
be
out.
ought to rate a medal for bravery.
that they were in the Winthrop li—Oscar Says—
—Oscar Says—
brary last week-end. Now there's
that if the junior taps wonders
—that he bets that Citadel guy
nothing unusual about that, but
can't get dates they at least know was really surprised when Graham
they also said that the Tiger which
how to drown their sorrows.
Guyton answered the phone in a
was placed on the news tables Fri■—Oscar Says*—
Winthrop
dorm last
Saturday
day was completely worn out be—that it was something besides night.
fore Saturday.
"social science" that took Manny
—Oscar Says—That, you will admit, is bad. Feel- to Converse yesterday. If Jenny
that the Gamma Alpha Mu Ding
ing, as we do, about Winthrop, it is only knew.
Bats seems to be overpowering the
the very least that we can do to see
■—Oscar Says—•
editors, publishers, etc.
—that
the
Zoo
looked
like
a
that every Blue lass has a chance
—Oscar Says—«
Clemson
stronghold
last
week-end.
to read an unmutilated copy of our
—that Thelma definitely lowers
—Oscar
Says—
newspaper.
the morale when she's away so
—that little Hope Sims, luscious long.
The solution is simple, too. We
looking
Zoo
blonde,
has
his
"vote
—Oscar Says—
are asking our circulation depart—that he's all ready to put on
ment to send several copies of The of confidence."
—Oscar
Says—
the
grandest
show in years for
Tiger to the Winthrop library inthat the Blue Key axe has fallen, Colonel Pet tomorrow night and
stead of just one.
and so has the spirits of some as- that he'll probably do "eyes right"
Tom Clemson
pirants.
for the entire length of the field.
P. S. We notice that Winthrop is
—Oscar Says—
—Oscar Says—
getting a lot of mention on the
that Dick Caughman is still look—that Bill McGinty was doing
Taps Ball dance list.
ing for a Dunn & Bradstreet data a nice job of finding "pinch hitT. C.
book, and that he might manage to ters" last weeek-end.
—Oscar Says—■
have a date for the brawl after all.
—that Dick Wily shouldn't do his
Dear Tom:
—Oscar Says—
spinning over Anderson College as
Your column has in the past,
that he wonders if "scotch" Mcupon numerous occasions, carried
it may result in a "crack-up".
Keown will have a pep meeting at
letters lamenting the insistance of the Taps Ball.
—that Bill Cline found a new
"yard engine" in Birmingham.
certain studenis to disgrace the
—Oscar
Says—
—oscar says—■
—Continued on Page Thee—
that "O. D." Newton couldn't
—that since that little redhave been a headwaiter but one head in Anderson has kicked
day so long as stooge Acker is stoudemore that Thurston Bagnal
around.
has taken up where he left off.

Shoot
THE

Show
By GUS WHAM
FRIDAY, "THE MARINES FLY
HIGH — Another saga of the U.
S. Marines and their many adventures on
land and sea. Richard
Dix, Chester Morris, and Lucille
Ball are the principal players and
do a fair part in making the action drama worth seeing. For good
measure, there is a romantic rivalry between brother officers with
the usual best man winning the
love feud. The story takes place in
one of
those Central American
countries terrorized by a group of
bandits, apparently revolutionarybound. The leader
of the mob
turns out to be the heroine's hired man. The marines take care of
the bandits' in short
order and
they all live happily ever after.
SATURDAY "CHAN IN DARKNESS" — Here's the opportunity
for Charlie Chan's fans to witness
the solving
of another master
mystery by the super sleuth. Action takes
place during a test
blackout of Paris. The plot involves the murder of an exporter
of contraband munitions and the
trick ways in which the Chan
solves the mystery. Lynn Bari
plays the feminine part and Sidney Toler does his customary good
job of depicting the character of
the master detective. Rating—Fair.
MONDAY, "DISPUTED PASSAGE" — If publicity makes a
picture seem better, then this one
should be swell. Dorothy Lamour,
Akim Tamiroff, John Howard, and
Judith Barett playing the leading
parts with victor VarConi and
William collier doing well in the
secondary roles. Akim Tamiroff
takes the acting honors as a skillful, caustic surgeon who is an
agnostic in matters pertaining to
the human soul. John Howard, his
under-study, attempts to follow in
his footsteps but deviate to a more
warm and human outlook when he
falls in love with Dorothy Lamour, a Chinese-born American girl
who is Oriental in everything but
blood. The critics rate it tops.
TUESDAY, "DR. KILDARE'S
STRANGE CASE"—No
previews
available.
WEDNESDAY,
"MARIE ANTOINETTE"—It's useless to say
anything about this ancient one.
If you haven't seen it over twice,
it's worth seeing again. The picture depicts the life of Marie Antoinette, the proud and undefeatable queen of France. It's old but
plenty good.
THURSDAY, "RULERS Of THE
SEA"—A historical drama that
has Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Will
Fyffe, Margaret Lockwood and
George Bancroft in the leading
roles. The plot deals with the historical victory of steam over sail
in the evolution of navigation.
Time nor expense was spared in
mounting the various scenes in
the picture so that all would coincide completely with the period.
It's rated as one of the finer and
more impressive shows among current production.

By FRANK THAMES
Grover Henry, Junior— "I think
that we should keep the Infantry
unit intact and attempt to improve
that."
Earle Roberts, freshman — "I
would like very much to see Clemson college have another branch of
the service. I think that a cavalary
unit would be particularly appropriate, since Clemson is an ideal
location for riding."
Frank Poore, senior — "I think
that everyone would like to have
other branches of the service here
at Clemson, but would it be possible to get a cavalry or coast artillery unit here?"
Olin Cannon, sophomore — "I
think that an artillery unit is needed at Clemson to round out the military program."
Merton Pr^pst, senior— "I don't
beleive that we should try to get
other branches of the service here
unti we have whipped the present
infantry brigade into perfect shape."
K. F. McLaurin, senior—'It 'would
be all right if it did not divide the
school into two factions, such as the
artillery against the infantry. Two
units would probably create a competitive spirit that would tend to
improve the school."
R. L. Bull, sophomore— "I'm all
for the cavalry. I'd rather ride a
horse any day than carry one of
those blamed rifles."
H. A. Groot, sophomore— "I think
a naval unit would be just fine. The
Seneca River would serve as an excellent place for fleet maneuvers,
as it is far removed from Hitler's
reach—I hope.'"
Jake Watson, junior—"I'm in favor of having a more versatile military program here at Clemson, if

WHEN WE

WERE YOUNGER
By GEORGE GOBLET
FIVE YEARS AGO
Bill Dillard, football, basketball,
and track star, was this week acclaimed the most outstanding athlete of the year.
Captain
Frank
McCoy,
of
Greenville, will inspect the Corps
at the annual Spring inspection,
to be held April 24-25.
Mr. Roy J. Cooper has been appointed Regional secretary for the
Y. M. C. A. in the Southeast.
TEN YEARS AGO
The local agricultural fraternity,
Alpha Sigma, has been accepted

such an expansion would not increase the tuition."
Herny Hahn, freshman—"I don't
think that having another branch
of the service would be fine, especially the addition of a cavalry
or the artillery would be a good
idea, because then we would no
longer have the world's largest
ROTC unit, an honor which Clemson can now claim."
T. L. Cleveland, senior—"I think
another branch of the service would
be fine, especially the addition of a
cavalry unit. I would like very much
to put my boots to some use, and
I'm sure my old lady, Charlie Littlejohn, would look swell on a
horse."
Alvin Chandler, sophomore, — "I
think the fellows here at Clemson
would such much more interest in
military training if we had a cavalry or artillery unit."
Francis Webster, sophomore —"A
cavalary unit would be a wonderful
innovation. Draft horses, would, in
some cases, be necessary, however."
Vincent Sottile, sophomore — "I
thing that the Infantry unit here
has outgrown the facilties for training. The addition of other units
would, however, be too expensive, so
I reckon we'll have to be content
with what we have and strive to
make it the best as well as the largest."
R. W. Emerson, freshman—"If we
had another unit, it would arouse
the interest of the boys and there
would be keen competition between
the two units. This would make for
the betterment of both."
Riggs Goodman, sophomore—"I'm
for the cavalry. I've always wanted
to be a cowboy, because it's so easy
on your feet."
8
into the national fraternity. It will
be installed as a chapter of Alpha
Zeta.
The Taps Ball will be a masquarade dance this year, it has been
announced by the C. D. C.
The Converse College Glee Club
will give a program in the chapel
here Friday night. The local Sabre
Club is sponsoring the event.
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
The Jungaleers will play for th<
Ladies Dance,"which will be held
here Friday night. The dance is
sponsored by the U. D. C. and the
Winthrop Daughters. The Clemson Concert Orchestra,
directed by Cadet G. S. Hughins,
gave it first perofrmance of the
year'last Saturday evening in the
college chapel.
The Glee Club made a highly successful trip to Toccoa this past
week-end. They appeared in the
Toccoa High School auditorium.
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Third Annual Farm Machinery Exposition Set For May I
Ag Men To Attend
Furman Science
Meeting April 20

Machinery Worth
,000 Be Here
For Big Display

Members of the agricultural department will attend the seventeenth annual meeting of the South
Carolina Academy of Science at
Furman University on April 20.
Dr. O. H. Collings, professor of
agriculture, and A. B. Bryan are
the only officers of the Academy
from Clemson. Dr. Collings is the
secretary and treasurer and Mr.
Bryan Is the editor.
Dr. F. H. Taylor, botany instructor, Dr. G. M. Armstrong professesor of botany and bacteria, and
Dr. L. Shanor, instructor of botany
are among inose from Clemson
who will read papers at the meet
ing of the section of biology.

The third annual ail-day farm
machinery demonstration Will be
held this year at Clemson Wednesday, May 1. The latest designs of
both tractor
and horse
drawn
equipment will be demonstrted by
farm
machinery
manufacturers
from all parts of the United States
The demonstration will be held
on the Cherry Farm two miles
south of Clemson. Signs will be
posted at all points along the
highway to direct visitors to the
location. Plans and arrangements
for the demonstration
are being
made by the Agricultural Engineering Department -of the School oi
Agriculture, the Agricultural Engineering Division of the Extension
ACTORS:—Posed here are the Clemson Future
Pruitt, L. E. Langford, G. A. Stoudemire. SecondService and the Farms Department
Farmers of America who have been presenting
By WALKER
row, S. W. Epting, I. C. Redfern, R. W. Ballenof the Expriment Station.
their production, "Mr. Fanner Meets the Tariff,"
tine, F. E. Wells, J R. Carter, H. L. Hanna, J.
INDICATIONS GOOD
^throughout the state during the past two months,
W. Johnson, and Or. T. A. White, of the agriReplies received from machinery
it-row, left to right, J. B. Earle, M. L.
cultural education faculty.
VOCATION RECORDS
manufacturers indicate that there
Bridges, S. B. Williams, P. C. Clinkscales, S. H.
Circumstances
(those uncon—Staff Photo By Bob Hufford
will be more than $50,000 worth of
trollable little items that often get
machinery and equipment on the
in one's way) have prevented
a
grounds for display and demonstrafull review of all the Vocalion and
tion. All of the machinery and
Columbia records released in reequipment used will be suited to
cent weeks. Sooo-o-o( we'll catch
South Carolina farms, college ofup.
corps by their discourteous and
ficials say. The type of machinery
WORMS:—Here picture are the Alpha Zeta
Barney Bigard, Duke Ellington's
Kerchmar, Bethlehem, Pa.; R. C. Wannamaker,
ungentlemanly
conduct at the
to be used in the demonstration
worms
with
paddles
and
initiation
keys.
Left
to
clarinetist
supreme,
has
waxed
two
St. Matthews; J. C. Hardee, Loris.
YMCA, chapel exercises, and other
will include equipment that farright
they
are
R.
E.
Gettys,
of
Lugoff;
A.
P.
sides
under
his
own
name,
using,
—Staff Photo By Bob Hufford mers can utilize for seed bed prepacivic gatherings. The concert givmen from the Duke's
en by the Aeolian Singers last of course,
ration, planting, cultivation and
band.
MINUET
IN
BLUES,
and
Thursday night showed that these
harvesting. Insecticidal machinery
Frank M. Kearse, rising animal letters and other pleas for co-op- BARNEY GOES EASY are very
for dusting and spraying will be
husbandry senior from Erhardt, was eration have been paid
little good examples of Ellington's, and
shown as a part of the field day
particularly Bigard's music. Both
this week named chancellor of heed.
activties. Plans are also under way
Performers appreciate enthusi- teem with rich chords, a la Ellingfor the use of various types of terAlpha Zeta, honorary agricultural
astic applause, certainly, but not ton, and the screwy voicings peracing machinery for the construcscholastic fraternity, to succeed of the type given by some students culiar to this band.
tion of terraces. This activity will
Its been a long time since we've
Richard Bryant, -ag engineering, to the group girls from Georgia.
be supervised by members of the
On
Thursday,
April
4,
the
The
Engineering
Building
took
on
The undue whistling; clapping, had the pleasure of hearing the Greensboro Chapter
junior from Florence.
Soil Conservation Service.
of Clemson the aspect of a World's Fair last
Adrian Rollini Trio on wax. Two
For the past two years, from 1500
alumni held a meeting. Dr. R.
R. J. Berry, ag •engineering jun- shouting, and the rude, at times recently
recorded sides, DARK
almost
insulting,
remarks
directweek-end
as
over
six
thousand
visto 2000 attended these all-day demFrank Poole, our new president,
ior from Smoaks, was named cenEYES, and ESTRELLTTA are very
ed
toward
some
of
these
young
onstartions and it is expected that
made a talk
to the members. itors thronged the many and vasor, and j. E. Cottingham, ag enrefreshing.
even a larger number will attend
Coach Frank Howard and Jake ried exhibits of the fourth bienniel
gineering junior from Dillon, was ladies, does not reflect on the inFour sides by Jimmie Lunceford Woodward were also present.
dividual students, but on Clemson
this year as invitations have been
selected scribe. M. E. Walker, dairy- College. Any outsider accepting travel the path from
Architectural-Engineering exposisweet to
sent out to county agents, vocaOn Friday, April 5, the Lancasing junior from Rock Hill, is the these students as a cross section of rocking swing. PRETTY EYES is
tion.
tional agricultural teachers, farnewly elected treasurer and M. I. the Clemson student body, is not very smooth,—a good tune,—fea- ter chapter of Clemson alumni met
mers and others throughout the
The show opened Friday afterJenkins, animal husbandry junior given a very favorable impression turing the voice of Dan Grissom. in Lancaster, S. C.
EDITOR: Eton Wentzel, general
state, as well as in the adjoining
On Monday, April 8, the alumni noon, continued through Saturday,
from Yonges Island, is chronicler. of the school.
science junior, who was this
The other
three, IT'S TIME TO of the East Tennessee area met
states of North Carolina and GeorRetiring officers besides Bryant
and
closed
to
a
capacity
crowd
week named editor of the 1940
JUMP
AND
SHOUT,
BLUES
IN
It seems to me that these cagia.
are L. R. Arrington, censor; R. C. dets, having advanced as far as THE GROOVE, and I'M IN AN and organized the East Tennessee late Sunday afternoon.
freshman YMCA Handbook. 8
Shelley, scribe; N. L. Turner, treas- college in the ladder of education, AWFUL MOOD are swing in the Alumni Chapter electing T. G.
Faculty members connected with
as president.
Coach
The following conversation took
urer; and D. H. Rogers, chronicler. would have enough courtesy, self- best Lunceford manner, with plenty Robertson
Frank Howard, Jake Woodward, the exposition termed it a success,
place in the home of the superinrespect, and common decency, let of rides.
and Junior Lever were present at and that they were pleased with
tendent of schools, while a little
Some years ago a contest was alone the thought of the undesirA record
with definite "race" the meeting.
daughter, was getting ready foi
the
cooperation
of
the
students.
held asking contestants to 'Name able effect, and embarrassment to characteristics
backs TWENTY
On Friday, April 12, the Greenschool:
What Your City Needs Most." Just their guest, to refrain from taking GRAND BLUES with STRANGER wood Chapter of Clemson Alumni Students chairman Tom RichardDaughter—Daddy, you are princiGOVERNOR Robert H. Garrione thing. A person from a West- part in any of these actions.
BLUES, by
Lizzie Miles and the met and honorea the coaching staff son said. that he was especially
pal of the high school?
son, Clemson graduate in the
I have written this with the Melrose Stompers. The band is not with a banquet at the C. C. Camp. pleased
ern city entered and won $500. The
with the large
crowds
Daddy—Yes, dear, I am.
class of '27 and a former Tlg.er
Don B. Wentzel, general science entry is surprising, clever, probab- hope that some students—one, if large but it is solid, and the lyrics Talks were made by R. H. Fite which attended.
Daughter—Are you principal of
staff member, and now district
junior from Clemson, was this ly too accurate because it had un- no more, will read it and realize are "frisky."
Feminine
visitors
are
interested
of Atlanta and Jake Woodward of
all the other schools, too?
governor of Lions, who visited
week named editor of the 1940 expected serious results. The win- that such actions are not a part
An all-star group assembled by Clemson.
in the Nylon layout. K. W. Kolb
Daddy—Why, er-er, w-why, y-yes;
here last week when the organof Clemson nor of any real Clem- Freddie Rich has waxed A HOUSE
YMCA Handbook, Pinckney Eve, ner wrote:
ably demonstrated the new techI am.
ization met here.
8
YMCA president announced.
WITH A LITTLE RED BARN, and O sassafras! We gladly bring our nicals for plant growth. The chem"WHAT THIS TOWN NEEDS son man.
Daughter (with a decided nod of
P. B. Holtbendorff, also a gen- MOST IS — SIX FIRST CLASS
C. B. L.
ical engineers also showed many of
HOW HIGH THE MOON.
The
homage full and free,
her head)—But you are not princieral science junior from Clemson, FUNERALS."
group is composed of both white The time is here when people quaff the new plastics, among tnem lupal at home, are you, daddy?
is the associate editor.
and colored
performers and the
Believe it or not, this person lost
April ISth.
the nectar brewed from thee. cite, which bends or pipes light.
Other members of the staff are her place teaching school and her DEAR TOM:
The electrical engineers showed
arrangements played are my Benny Some fools may scoff at cup so
The 3-year-old boy had taken his
sophomores Jack Courson, David husband's business dropped off.
Carter, negro
sax and trumpet
tame and wish for something interesting telephone equipment; a
I think some suggestion should
mother's powder puff and was fixBisset, Dick Sosnowski, G. S. Soon both moved to another city.
voice scrambler, dial phone switchplayer who arranges for many of
stronger,
ing his face as he had seen her do.
Thompson, Jimmy Skardon, and It seems that the "six" were im- be made to the proper authorities the top flight bands in addition to But not for us, O sassafras, by you board, and a machine which reby the Tiger, or some persons
when his 5-year-old sister grabbed
Theodore Gage.
peated words spoken into it.
mediately recognized, both by them- equally as influential, to do some- his own.
we live the longer.
YMCA Secretary P. B. Holtzen- it from him.
New construction
features for
SLOW
FREIGHT,
and
SLEEP
selves and the town in general.
And
so
we
raise
a
song
of
praise,
thing about senior privates and
Sister—You mustn't do that! Onlj"
homes were exhibited by the archi- dorff this week announced that
thy merits loud decree,
2nd lieutenants. The present ar- by Benny Carter's band are good.
is in medium tempo, So here's a health, this gentle tects. Glass bricks, a model kit- five members of the Clemson YMCA ladies use powder. Gentlemen wash
A very old man was accosted in rangements certainly do not ac- FREIGHT
MAKE THE
chen, and a full scale doorway fdr Cabinet will attend the YMCA lead- themselves!
the speed of E. Hawkins'
the village street by a stranger, who complish what ever they were in- about
spring, O sassafras to thee.
a residence were shown among ership training course at Blue Ridge
said:
Tuxedo,
and
is
equally
as
good.
tended to accomplish. As a result
the things. Cartoons by Stubble- College this summer.
First Actress: "What is your
You headquarters when In
Slim Gaillard, formerly of the
Stranger—I beg your pardon, but of senior privates and 2nd lieuDANSE TRAGIQUE
These men are Pinckney Eve, ris- ideal of a star?"
Anderson
you must be a very old man.
PHILADELPHIA— John Homel- field showing the process of buildtenants being subject
to orders team of Slim and Slam, now has
Second Actress: 'Myself- -if 1
Old Man—Yep, I'm getting on to from sophomores and juniors, they a band. His OHTTLIN' SWITCH sky, 21, only male student in a ing a home received much at- ing YMCA president; W. E. Awtrey,
Best Foods and Courteous
tention.
P. B. Holtzendorff, III; Don B. were as good as my press agent
96.
Service at all times
have lost their influence and dig- BLUES, and HUH? UH-HUH! are "modern dance" class, was urg8 says I am."
Various phases
of mechanical Wentzel, and J. J. Lever.
ed by his teacher to "kick a litStranger—And you have lived all nity as seniors, their willingness to good blues.
and civil engineering were shown
Tommy Reynolds, hailed as the tle higher."
your life here?
co-operate, their esprit de corps,
A fan who falls in love with a
He did—and went right through by the boys in these departments.
"Jack's a leading man in thi
Old Man—Not yet.
and in turn have tended to lower successor to Shaw, has patterned
Highway safety was stressed by movie star is about as hopeless as movies now.'
the morale of the under classmen his style after that of Artie's old the glass of a French door.
the
civil
engineers,
in
addition
to
Most of us would do the same:
band.
DEEP
NIGHT,
and
MARTwo girls fainted. Homelsky went
a cow that falls in love with a Bull
"Yeah?"
in ranks around them, i am not
a complete running model cement Durham sign.
The candidate for the police force campaigning to make the life of OHETA sound like the old Shaw to a hospital.
"Yeah—an usher."
plant.
A
machine
for
testing
steel
was being examined verbally:
Clemson's "forgotten man" a bed band but lack the punch and feel- Wait 'til you hear the boys groove and concrete samples was a part
Examiner—If you were, alone in of roses, but a less humiliating ex- ing that put Artie on top.
of the mechanical engineer's exa police car and were pursued by istence.
Al Donahue's TUXEDO JUNC- the last two choruses of WIND.
FOR THE BEST IN SHOE REPAIRING . . .
On Sale at the Canteen
Goodman's full band was waxed hibit. In addition they showed a
a desperate gang of criminals in
TION,
and
BEETHOVEN
BOUNCE
The military department has givpolarizer
which
shows
in
color
the
six
sides.
BEYOND
THE
MOON,
anotrter car doing forty miles an en certain "left overs" of the sen- may be O. K., but we'd never
and Everywhere Else
BRING THEM TO THE
and NIGHT AND DAY were re- strains set up in a plastic model
hour on a lonely road, what would ior class the rank of 2nd lieuten- write home about them.
of
a
full
size
machine
part.
corded
some
time
ago
when
Corky
you do?
Tiny Hill's I GET THE BLUES
ant, their college commissions likeCornelious was sitting in the trumMany of the visitors took advanApplicant (promptly)—Fifty.
wise read. "He will therefore per- WHEN IT RAINS, and SHIRTS pet section, but have just been re- tage of the opportunity to have
MRS. SAM BAILES, Mgr.
sound
like
a
poor
imitation
of
form faithfully and deligently the
leased.
THE FABLE OF THE messages sent anywhere by shortBill—Wed have won the football duties of the office to which he poor band.
game if our captain hadn't lost his has been appointed". With such
Jack Jenney's trombone
gets ROSE, and HOW HIGH THE wave radio. A broadcasting station
Anderson, S. C.
MOON
are
good,—particularly was set up and messages
were
head.
duties being practically
identical better each time we hear it. Re- FABLE which is a Sauter arrange- sent to operators near the person
"Buck Barton"
Sue—Mercy! Was it that bad! I with those of freshmen, excepting petition may ruin effectiveness,
BUSY AS A BEE, and being called, and when contacted
heard it was only an ear.
to keep from ment.
the locality of drill,, it Is easy to but it is difficult
ZAGGIN' features Ziggy Elman they were requested to relay the
see that the title of 2nd lieuten- repeating the fact that we think playing a brand of trumpet that message by telephone.
For Short Orders And Sandwiches Of All Kinds
ant has become a farce, even to Jenney is the best sweet trombone is quite different from his usual,
The
reactograph
bunt
by
Proplayer in the business.
If you
the appointed themselves.
Across from the Calhoun Hotel
Anderson, S. C.
His solos here are muted and dir- fessor Philpot was used by many
When a 2nd lieutenant assumes don't believe it, just listen to his
ty.
to
find
speed
of
their
reactions.
the duties of an absent higher ca- records of THE WORLD IS WAITdet officer, he cannot expect to ING FOR THE SUNRISE, and
receive the proper respect of an of- WHAT IS THERE TO SAY.
""See my line of Spring and
Frankie
Newton's PARALLEL
ficer, for he has lost his prestige
long ago as No. 1 in the third FIFTHS is O. K. but VAMP, on
Summer Clothes before you
squad.
the other side, is monotonous.
COLUMBIA RECORDS
Perhaps it Is too late to do
buy. I am sure that I can
Clarence Profit, one-time piansomething about this problem for
fill your every need.''
this year's class, but I hope you ist with Benny Goodman, has rewill give an ear to this in the in- corded two piano solos—I DIDN'T
WHAT TIME IT WAS,
terest of future men, that they KNOW
and BOY AND SOUL. Both have
shall not be forgotven.
our very highest recommendaA 2nd Loey.
ion.
TOO ROMANTIS,
and THE
Tom Clemson:
MOON AND THE WILLOW TREE
Dissatisfiaction among the ca- by Ray Noble are smooth, sweet,
dets has been growing of late over and unexitinb.
having to pay box rent in order to
Kay Kayser's YOU, YOU DARget mail. On the surface
there LIN' is the nearest thing to good
seems to be no cause for discon- that we've heard his band do, but
tent. Upon examination, however, the other side, SING A SPELL, is
the discontent is in a measure a little too much.
justified.
The Metronome All-Star band's
Under the mail system in force KING PORTER STOMP, and ALLprevious to this year, mail was dis- STAR STRUT,
featuring such
tributed twice a day on the com- stars as Goodman, Harry James,
panies, with the option that a Jack Teagarden, and Charlie Barbox at the postoffice could be net, are real swing.
rented. This is the point; if you
Gene
Krupa, playing Benney
did not wish to pay box rent, you Carter
arrangements, does nice
could still get your mail conveni- work on MARCHETA, and SYMently.
PHONY IN RIFFS. Gene's drum
With the new system, those not solo in SYMPHONY is terrific.
having
boxes must
depend on
Count Basie's BETWEEN THE
general delivery, a most unsatisfac- DEVIL
AND THE DEEP BLUE
tory arrangement. It means long SEA contains nicely balanced secwaiting in line, and is certainly not tion and
ensemble passages and
conducive to good relations with several good rides. The vocal Is by
the postoffice employees.
Helen Humes.
The last straw seems to be payThe
Goodman Sextet, with
ing a full quarter's rent for two Count Basie on piano, has recordmonth's use of the box. As many ed TILL
TOM SPECIAL, and
—AND—
say, it isn't the small sum in- GONE
WITH "WHAT" WIND.
volved, but the principle of the Both contain some of the finest
thing.
jamming we've
heard to date.
Either pay a box rent high to college students or put ri with gen- rent?
eral delivery. That seems**to be the
It is just a matter of free deprinciple involved.
livery. The man in town gets it
C. C. DuBOSE, Manager
Just why should the boys pay and
so craes
the farmer. Why
the box rent? Why can't each stu- shouldn't Clemson students?
dent be assigned a box free from
C. C. E.

DISC-OVERY

Kearse Elected
Chancellor Of
Alph;a Zeta

Tom Clemson

Alumni
Huge Crowds
Chatter See Exposition

Wentzel To Edit
YMCA Handbook

T" Cabinet Men
Go To Blue Ridge

SUPREME LUNCH

ROYAL CROWN
COLA

CUT RATE SHOE SHOP

NEHI
BOTTLING CO.

Stop at... SUPREME LUNCH

ALFRED T. SMITH says:

ALFRED T. SMITH

STATIONERY
MONTAGS SPECIALS

FRIGIDAIRE REFRIGERATORS
FRIGIDAIRE RANGES
MAYTAG WASHERS

Progressive Sales Co.
Easley, S. C

Clemson Soda Shop
Bus Station

100 Sheets—50 Envelopes . . . Several Varieties

59c

COLLEGE JEWELRY
COLLEGE STATIONERY
PENNANTS—STICKERS
FOUNTAIN PENS—RADIOS

C Martin
Drug Company, Inc.

P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store
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Tau

Beta Pi Inducts

Six Honor Juniors To

Men Selected On
Scholastic Record

Alpha Chi Sigma
Installs Eight
New Men Tonight

Tau Beta Pi, national honorary
engineering fraternity, last week
elected six outstanding junior engineering students to membership,
according to an announcement by
Preston Tobe Garrett, of Greenwood, fraternity president.
These men as named by Garrett
are Joe Earle Woodward, electrical engineering student of Greenville, W. E. Cline, of Newton, N.
C, J. L>. Beaudrot, of Greenwood,
E. H. Lesesne, of Charleston, A..
N. Cameron, Rocky Mount, N. C,
and John I. Barron, of York.
These men will undergo several
more days of informal initiation
after which they will be formally
inducted into the fraternity.

Eight new members will formally be Installed as members of
the local chapter of Alpha Chi
Sigma national chemistry fraternity, tonight, it was announced today J. S. Mace, recently elected
master alchemist of the group. C.
B. Hutchinson, District councilor
will be here for the installation.
The men who will be installed
are T. J. Crocker, A. B. Dunn, R.
J. Bischoff, J. E. Godsey, W. H.
Smith, J. J. Sims, who are all
juniors, and F. H. Thames, highest honor chemistry engineer sophomore and George D"dell, highest honor straight chemistry sophomore.
The local chapter of Alpha Chi
Sigma, the Beta Epsilon chapter,
was installed here last spring. Tom
Bainbridge, then president of Anthanor, the former chemistry society, was the first president. C. E.
Littlejohn has served as president
this year.

Williams To Go
To UNC School
For Summer Work
Dr. B. O. Williams, professor of
rural sociology and statistics, will
teach sociology at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill during the second session of the summer school there this summer, it
was announced today.
Dr. Williams will be associated
with Dr. Howard W. Odom, one of
the outstanding sociologists in the
United States, and with other outstanding sociologists in the department.
The sociology department of the
University of North Carolina is on,e
of the most outstanding departments in this country.
Mrs. Williams and their daughter, Peg, will accompany Dr. Wil
8
liams to Chapel Hill.

TAU BETA PI: Students who this week began
their initiation into the honor engineering fraternity are left to right, Joe Earle Woodward,
Greenville; W. E. Cline, Newton, N. C; J. L.
Beaudrot, Greenwood; E. H. Lesesne, Charleston:

Stepp Assumes
Ag Duties Here
J. M. Stepp, research specialist
in rural industries, has assumed his
duties with the department of agricultural economics.

A. N. Cameron, Rocky Mount, N. C; J. L. Barron,
York; and Preston T. Garrett, fraternity president from Greenwood who looks them over with
a critical eye
—Staff Photo By Bob Hufford

likes To Address Wellington Here
Temperance Body Making Annual
Station Checkup

The tentn anniversary meeting
of the Woman's
Christian TemSimile for today: As scared as an
perance
Union
will
be held at the
adult in the Spring who never has
First Presbyterian Church of Anhad mumps.
derson Sunday night at 10 o'clock,
it was announced yesterday.
Dr.
E. W. Sikes, president of Clemson
College,
will be the principal
Clemson's 2,215 Cadets Cut A Clean Figure ...
speaker of the occasion, and is expected to
discuss various phases
of temperance.
A special invitation is extended
to the young people of the area to
attend the meeting. A number of
local ministers will also have a
past on the program, and a special
musical program is being arranged. The Rev. James Appleby, pastor, will preside.
The Woman's Christian Temperance Union was organized in April,
1930, at the First Baptist Church,
with Mrs. A. L. Smethers as first
president, an office, which she
held for six years until she resigned because of ill htalth. Since
I am now selling merchandise on your Camp Check.
that time, Mrs. A. B. Crosland
SEE FRANK ROGERS, JUNIOR AGENT
has served as president.
No advance in prices. No charge for holding your
The program to be given Sunday night, is as follows:
checks.
Presiding—Rev. James Appleby.
Organ prelude—Mrs. L. O. Clinkscales.
Song—"America"—Congregation.
Invocation—Rev. Henry Pressly,
pastor A. R. Presbyterian church.
An old Clemson man selling Clemson men at the
Duet—Mesdames Muldrow and
right price.
Gilmer.
Scripture—Dr. JOB H. Carter,
pastor Central Presbyterian Church.
Prayer—Rev. R. L. Holroyd, pastor St. John's Methodist Church.
Quartet—Messrs. King, Withers,
Sartain and Lewis, of First Baptist
Church.
Introduction of Speaker—By Dr.
Frank K. Pool, of Furman University.
Address—Dr. E. W. Sikes, President Clemson College.
Song—"A Mighty Fortress" —
Congregation.
Benediction—Rev. James Appleby.
7

WHY?

BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

The Glemaon College Laundry

• NOTICE JUNIOR R. O. T. C. MEN •

Hoke Sloan

CHARLIE'S STEAK HOUSE
Where You Can Get a GOOD Steak
Greenville, S. C.

J. W. Willington, of the office of
experiment stations, Washington,
D. C, is spending the week here
making the annual •examination of
the experiment station.
Mr. Willington will complete his
work here Thursday and will go to
examine the Edisto and Sand Hill
Experiment stations on Friday.

Ag Ec Department
Ranks Well, Aull
Says After Confab
Clemson
college's agricultural
economics department compares
favorably
with the best departments
of its kind in the South,
said Dr. G. H. Aull, Olemson department head, said following a
week-long meeting of agriculturalists held at Gulfport, Mississippi.
Fourteen states were represented at the meeting, which was concerned with economics discussions,
speeches, and comparisons of the
various southern state set-ups.
"Although
Clemson's
agricultural economics department has as
much appropriation as some, our
work was found to be well balancced, and the quality was well up
to standard," Dr., Aull said.
Among those
present at the
meeting were Dr. Henry C. Taylor,
founder of the bureau of ag economics in Washington; Dr. W. A.
Meyers, head of the department
at Cornell; and Dr. T. W. Schult,
department head at Aimes; Iowa;
and others.

Starkey Buys
Bull In West

L. V. Starkey, professor of animal husbandry, this week returned from an extensive trip through
the middle west, including Kansas and Nebraska. While
there,
Professor Starkey purchased a New
Dean W. H. Washington, of the Pole Hereford bull, which will be
school of vocational education, was used in the college herd of beef
elected a member of the executive cattle.
committee of the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools at the annual meeting in
Atlanta last week. This committee
determines the policy of the association and makes necessary preparations for the meetings.
Dean Washington is also a member of the Commission on curricula
problems and research. This branch
of the association studies the methods of administrative programs of
teaching and
seeks
to improve
these methods.

Washington Elected
To Education Body

McGinty Receives
Fellowship Award

Bill McGinty, general science senior, has been awarded a fellowship
to the University of Virginia. He
will do graduate work in Economic
Sociology and will study under Dr.
Wilson Gee, head of the department
of rural social economics and Clemson graduate.
McGinty was offered a scholarThe Minarets, Honor architecship to Louisiana State University
at about the same time, but he re- tural society, aided by
Captain
jected it in order that he might Harcombe, entertained the South
take up Social Economics at the
Carolina chapter of the American
University of Virginia.
Institute of Architects and the registered architects of the state at a
banquet in the college mess hall
Friday night.
Addresses were given the visiting
architects and students by Dean
Earle, Albert Simmons of Charleston, and Professor Rudolph WeaFive representatives of the Cal- ver of the department of Architechoun Forensic Society
attended ture University of Florida.
the annual Grand Eastern forensic
At the meeting here the S. C.
tournament sponsored
by Straw- chapter of A. I. A. elected the folberry Leaf at Winthrop college last
week-end.
While there these men participated in the several events of the
tourney, compiling a creditable record.
A. L. Brooks and Jimmie Lever,
representing the Celmson Forensic
Council presented a petition for
membership to the authorities of
Strawberry Leaf.
Other members making the trp
were Jack Courson, Bob Stoddard,
and Jimmie Nesbitt.

It's something Coca-Cola
gives that millions have liked
for more than fifty years,— a
happy after-sense of complete refreshment that adds
to your enjoyment of ice-cold
Coca-Cola. No wonder people
the world over say: get a
Coca-Cola, and get the feel
of refreshment;

THE

Drink

cm
Delicious and
Refreshing

PAUSE THAT R F F fl>'

We see by the papers that Hitie'has "strengthened the Axis by diBottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Co. by
viding up the Balkan countries."
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANK
It's fun to dream of having Ford's
ANDERSON, 8. Q, money, too
C, K. HOOVER, Mgr.

McMillan, Bam berg; E. L. Young, Timmonsville; and G. C. Wheeler, Saluda, are shown
grouped around the band's drum.
—Staff Photo By Bob Hufford

Minarets Frat Entertains State
Architects With Mess Hall Feed

Clemson Speakers
Attend Tourney

Foster To Head
lota Epsilon

lowing officers for the coming
year: President; T. G. Harmon, of
Hartsville; Viec President Ralph
Little, Sumter; Secretary and Treasurer H. S. Singley, Columbia; and
Director H. D. Harrall, Bennettsville. It is probable that the Minarets will become a part of the
South Carolina chapter.
This organization with the registerd architects of the state made
plans for the formation of a South
Carolina
Architects
association.
The plans for this new association will be completed at a meeting in Columbia early in the
spring.

It was announced today by Miss
Cornelia Graham, librarian, that
the Library has received several
new books.
Among the books received is Sir
Billy Howe, by Bellamy Partridge.
This Is a more popular biography
than sober history, and the author
has written a much needed book
and very capable one.
Other new books are:
Medical Magic, by David Dietz.
A story of recent advances in
medical science in a language suited to the layman. It makes harmones more exciting than bullets.
Poets and Puritans by T. R.
Glover.
A model book of essays. Glover
writes with sufficient knowledge
and with good taste.
Meteors by Charles P. Oliver.
Portrait Painting by Herbert
Furst.

Dr. G. W. Anderson, associate
animal pathologist, and R. A. McGinty, vie? director of the agricultural experiment station, attended
a meeting of the Regional Animal
Disease Association at Auburn last
week.
A laboratory is set up at Auburn
to make research in the diseases of
animals. Representatives of schools
and colleges throughout the South
atten dthis meeting each year to
see the discoveries which have been
made.
8

Milford Appointed
To Fracture Group
Dr. LM W. Milford, Clemson College surgeon, was recently appointed to the fracture committee of
the American College of Surgeons.
The committee, which has as a
prime objective the increase in efficiency of research on fractures,
is headed nationally by Dr. Charles
L. Scudder, of Boston. Dr. Austin L.
Moore is South Carolina chairman.

LIBRARIAN — Miss Cornelia Graham has been the
Clemson Librarian since 1932. Urider her supervision
the Library has made rapid strides in the past eightyears. During this time the library adopted the Library of Congress system of book cataloguing. Miss Graham has added several thousand books to the stacks
by inaugurating a rental collection that has enabled
the library to keep abreast of current publications.

William C. Foster, of Spartanburg, was this week elected president of the Iota Epsilon, freshman and sophomore education
club, it was announced today by
J. S. Gasque, of Conway, retiring
president.
Other officers named are Harrj
Cohen, Walterboro, vice-president
Leanord Rogers, Spartanburg, secretary, M. P. Watson, Conway,
treasurer, Walter Hughes, Norway,
historian, and James Derrick, of
Aiken, publicity chairman.
Dean W. H. Washington, of ths
education department, entertained
the members with an educaitnoai
picture.
Plans were discussed for a club
social at Boscobel on May 3.
Members" will be issued keys at
this time.

Library Adds New
Books This Week

Anderson, McGinty
Attend Auburn U,
Animal Meeting

SPEAKING OF ROMANCE, a
soldier from Texas, passing through
Bennettsville, dropped a note neatly wrapped in a package on Main
Street in that town recently, hoping some charming Southern girl
would pick it up and start a mailorder romance with him.
But a
newspaperman found it instead.
He offered it to several girls, but
none would have it. In his message, the army man said he was
young, handsome, and lonely and
that he wanted to fall in love with
a Bennettsville belle.
HERE'S A FUNNY one: Trustees of a country school district up
state have a rule that teachers in
their school may have "only two
dates
a week with
their boy
friends. A young
flapper from
Blacksburg
applied for a job in
that school, and sne was informed of the two-a-week rule.
"Say, Mister," she told the trustee to whom she was applying for
a job, "if you win Just guarantee
me two dates a week, or get them
for me, I'll surely
be happy to
teach in your school."

DISCHORDS:—J. E. Cannon, Hartsville; J. L.
Cox, Belton; T. M. Rhodes, Estill; J. K. Benefield,
of York; C. L. Simmons, Spartanburg; J. A.

WORKING—Twelve students who are helping defray
their college expenses by means of NYA jobs are employed in the Clemson Library. Their tasks are multitudinous, ranging from repairing torn pages, colating
books, and working at the desk, to placing recently
used volumes in their correct places in the "stacks,"
as Cadet W. M. Clark, of Johnston, is doing in the
above picture.

CALENDAR

Parade
2
April 19
Tea Dance,...
April 20
Informal Dance
...April 20
Baseball Game With
University of Georgia
April 20
Track Meet with Newberry April 2o
Baseball Game with
Erskine
April. 2?
Industrial Education
Content
April 26
April 27
Baseball Game With University of South Carolina April 26
"Big Hearted Herbert"
Cadet Night.
.... ...April 30
(Presented By Community Playing and detail drawings which
give the shapes and dimensions of ers).
all parts of the building, and the
preparation of a book of specificaVAUGHN'S—JEWELERS
tions carefully covering the quality and use of proper materials.
16 West North Street
When this is completed he lets the
RELIABLE
GOODS ONLY
contract to a reliable contractor
and then supervises the erection
Moderate Prices
of the house ; so that he may be
Greenville, South Carolina
sure the owner is getting full val-

Clemson Architects Learn
How To Design GoodHomes
CLEMSON, April 8—"What the
South Carolina home owner can
get for the building
dollar does
not only concern the prospective
builder but it is a matter of primary importance to Clemson College Department of Architecture,
says Professor
Rudolph E. Lee,
head of this department.
Part of the students' training is
along the line of the requirements
for the small home and they study
these requirements both theoretically and practically, laying out
the needs on the drafting board
and selecting the proper materials
with consideration for economy
and appetarance.
The student of architecture realizes many prospective home owners haven't the knowledge to plan
their homes and do not know what
materials to use. Many are forced
to select from a book a small house
plan nearly meeting their needs.
The contractor is then faced with
the problem of building the house
although he has no scale plans
nor specifications as to grade of
materials to use. No matter how
competent the contractor may be,
this will likely prove expensive to
the owner and probably unsatisfactory otherwise.
Planning the successful home requires intensive and painstaking
study and many changes on the
drafting board, which are much
cheaper than changes as the house
is being erected. The archiect becomes an essential for a successful
building. His duties are multitudinous; they include many conferences with the owner, making of
thumb nail sketches interpreting
the owners wishes, then the work-

ue for his money.
The Clemson student in architecture is trained to handle a
building project in this most modern manner. After a minimum of
four years study and a year's service in an architect's office he has
to pass an examination before the
State Registration Board so that
he may become a registered architect and be legally permitted to
establish his own office.
He 1»
trained to design economically,
avoid waste space, stretch the
building dollar to the limit and
render complete services througnout the construction period.

TWO YEARS OF LAW
Leading to the LL.B. degree
CUMBERLAND UNIVERSITY
Lebanon, Tennessee
A School With A Great History
1842-1940
Courses of study include both
text books and case books. Extensive Moot Court practice.
Instruction given by trained
Lawyers and Judges.
For Catalogue, Address
Cumberland University Law
School
Lebanon, Tennessee

STEWERT-MERRITT
COMPANY, INC.
CLOTHIERS
SPRING
SUITS
RENT
TUX
SOUTH MAIN ST.

Mfi AA
9A3«VW up
£9 Cl|
.W*
GREENVILLE, S. C.
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Block C Club Elects Edgar Ross As President For Coming Year
• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

Clemson And Furman Battle To 13 To 13 Tie
A

Tt£SSh

DARKNESS HALTS
CONTEST IN 9TH
E
OF

Tiger Nine
Still Leading
Palmetto League

Tiger Trackmen
Nosed Out By
Georgia Team

Club Also Elects
Hall, Driesbach
To High Posts
Edgar Ross, Textile Engineering
junior from Savannah, was elected president of the Block "C" Cluh
at the annual election meeting last
Tuesday night. The other officers
chosen by the athletic club are:
Bill Hall, general science junior
from Cahrleston, as vice president; Chippie Maness, civil engineering junior from Georgetown,
as secretary; and Lauren Dreisbach, general science junior from
Columbia, as treasurer.
Edgar Ross, president, is an outstanding member of the boxing
team and has been instrumental
in the team's success for the past
two years. Edgar has been with
the boxing team since his freshman year, when he boxed a few
exhibition bouts. He won his letter his sophomore year and has
been with the team ever since.
Bill Hall, vice president, plays
tackle of the football team and is
alternate captain of the squad for
next year. Last New Year's day at
the Cotton Bowl game in Dallas,
Bill was a mainstay in the line'for
the Tigers and was conceded by
most sportswriters to be the'steadiest of the Clemson performers.
Chippie Maness, secretary, is a
hard running tailback on the football team. For the past two years
Chippie"s excellent playing has
been overshadowed by the great
Shad Bryant, but now that Shad
is no longer with the team, Chippie has the road clear, and from
the looks of the two spring practice games, is going to be better
even than Shad was.
Lauren Dreisbach, treasurer, is
a hard-hitting southpaw on the
boxing team and is captain of the
ringmen for next year. Last season Lauren was a finalist In the
Southern Conference boxing tournamentj being forced to forfeit to
Lempesis, Citadel boxer, in the
final round because of a wrenched back .

By J. S. MACE
The sizzling Clemson nine, rankSports Editor
Clemson's track team took its
ing tops in the Palmetto League,
first setback of the current season,
All doubt as to the effectiveness of the baseball team
improved their standing by defeatfalling before Georgia's array of
was erased last week when the Tiger nine defeated the
ing the Blue Stockings of Presbytrack stars by the score of 69 to
Carolina Gamecocks. It was the first time the two teams Tigers Score In
terian College, 11-5, in a riot of
57 at Athens April 14.
had locked horns this season, a^d many observers believ- Last Inning To
errors on the Tiger diamond MonThe Tiger "gravel grinders", led
ed that the Gamecocks had a good chance of breaking
by Captain Banks McFadden, made
day.
Even Up Score
the Tigers' winning streak, but such was not the case.
a gallant bid for victory but could
Beginning the gam? with four
not match the efforts of the Bullruns in the first period, the Blue
Randy Hinson's great bunch of never say die players
dog team paced by
Vassa Tate,
fought the Carolina'-team to a finish. Going into the eighth Furman and Clemson baseball clubs Stockings soon lessened the pace,
Captain Henry Fredrikson, and Al
and
in
the
fifth
inning
with
the
inning three runs behind, the team combined base hits, battled to a 13-13 deadlock in a rag- score tied at 4 all, the Tigers openWooten. McFadden, invidual highscorer for the Tiger team, copped
>#aiil^and errors to pull four runs out of the bag, and held ged, three nour contest called at ed up and put seven runs in the
because
the
end
of
the
ninth
inning
first place in the discus and shotbooks before the P. C. boys could
a runless in her half of the ninth inning to win of darkness.
put and tied with Cate of Georgia
them.
the game.
The Hornets went ahead on a stop
for top honors in the broad jump.
Buchanan, Tiger first baseman,
Then the 11-5 triumph over P. C. at Clemson last two run rally in the eighth inning, was
Clemson's only other first place
the
outstanding
player
of
the
came in the 440 yd. dash where
Monday showed what the team can do when it really tries. only to have the Tigers tie the day, opening the seventh with a
score with a like spurt in the first
"Whitey" Graham made his conn though the whole game reminded one somewhaht half
of the ninth The Furman club homer and later in the same period
tribution to the Tiger cause by
of the Brooklyn Dodgers playing against the Brooklyn placed a man on second with none driving in two runs with a pop
leading the field home in this event.
that dropped untouched in the
The summary:
Dodgers (Wow, what a bunch of daffiness boys) some of out in the last of the ninth but fly
infield.
Francis
Coakley,
center
could not score. The box:
220 yard dash—Won by Hunnithe plays were really major league style.
fielder
for
the
Bengals,
also
showed
CLEMSON
Alt K H O A
cut (Ga.); second, Coward (ClemAt present the most serious threat to Clemson's state Bickley. rf . .
. . . -t 2 2 4 0 his worth when he caught a fly
son); third, Hunter (Clemson);
F. Coakley, cl . .
1 2 2 1 ball from a P. C. bat and pegged
supremacy is Newberry, who moved up to second place in lriek, 3b
Time, 23 seconds.
. ..5 1 3 2 1
440 yard dash—Won by Graham
. .. 6 0 17 2 it all the way from center field
the state race with victories over Erskine and P. C. Last
to
home
plate
where
Parker
was
Blalock, ]f-p . .
. .
10
2
. . 4 1
(Clemson); second, Watson (Ga.);
year the same relationship was between the two teams
. .. 3 2 0 2 8 waiting to tag a runner coming
third, Dickerson (Clemson). Time,
right up until the last week of competition, when Newberry G. Coakley, 2 b . . ..... . 44 3 12 62 /20 from third base, for a double play.
53.3 seconds.
The box:
pulled up to a tie with Clemson for the state champion. . 1 0 0 0 3
880 yard run—Won by FrederikDobson,
p
. . 1 1 0 10 Tannery ss
4 1 1
son (Ga.); second, Ward (Clemship. However, there doesn't seem to be much of a pos- Truluck, If . .
1 0 0 2 0 Shealy, 3b
4 0 1
son); third Goqdman (Ga.). Time,
Moore,
sibility that history will repeat itself, at least not in the
. . 37 13 13 37 13 Butler. rf
2 minutes 9 seconds.
Totals
state race, because Randy's boys have found themselves
Mabry 2 b
Mile run—Won by Frederickson
AB K H O A Erwin, If
FURMAN
and are beginning to play some really classy baseball.
(Ga.); second, Walker (Clemson);
. .. a 2 3 4 3 Eaton, lb
third, Chambers (Ga.) Time, 4
. . . 3 1 0 0 0 Bird, el
Powell, 3b
4
PRESIDENT:—Edgar Ross, of Savannah, outstanding boxer who
MAJOR LEAGUE STYLE
Reid, of
. . 3 0 0 0 0 Dubose p
1
minutes 33.6 seconds.
was
this
week
elected
president
of
the
Block
"C"
Club,
organization
2
Take the time P. C. had a man on third with one out,
15
1
Johnson,
p
1
. . . 4
Two mile run—Won by Frederikof Clemson athletes who have earned their letters in a major sport.
'-i 2 0 0 z Church
1
and the batter drove out a long drive to F. Coakley in Wofford, 11
son (Ga.); second, Schoeder (Clem... 3 1 3 10 zz Sutton
1
a 2 2 1
son); third, Dollar (Ga.). Time,
deep centerfield. Francis made a beautiful running knee... 3 0 2 13 0
TOTALS
3d 5 8 24.
10 minutes 57 seconds.
high catch of the ball, twisted to get a line on home plate, Holland, Sb . .
0 0 15
z—Batted for Johnson in 9th.
Monograms
Awarded
120 yard high hurdles—Won by
2 l 10 2
zz—Batted
for
Tannery
in
9th
and without breaking stride, threw on a line to home
Cate (Ga.);
second McFadden
. . 1 l 111 CLEMSON
AB R. H O
To
Ten
Riflemen,
Bickley. rf
3 1 0 3
where the P. C. player was attempting to score. Coakley's
(Clemson); third, Hendricks (ClemTotals ........ 37 13 14 S7 13 F. Coackley, cf
4 1 1 2
Simms Announces
son). Time, 15.2 seconds.
throw was a little high, but catcher Ace Parker knew
Irick 3b
4 1 1 0
GREEN SPEAKS
220 yard low hurdles—Won by
Clemson
000 380 002Buchanan, lb
4 1 2 10
what to do with the ball, and he did it, right on the
Ten members of the 1940 riBlalock, If
5 1 1 0
Furman ,. ., ,. „ .. 30O 305 020Cate (Ga.);
second, McFadden
Dr.
Sylvester
Green, president oi
opposing player for the out. But that wasn't the best part
Pickens, ss
3 2 1 0
fle team have been awarded
(Clemson); third, Pasley (ClemErrorss—Parker, Mart in, Jessen: Runs Horton. 2b
Coker
College,
addressed
the local
0 0 0 1
minor
Block
C's,
Major
Jules
son). Time, 24.9 seconds.
of it. The P. C. player was coming in. so fast that he batted in—Wages 3, Wofford, Parker 3, G. Coackley 2b. ss
3 1 0 4
V. Sims, coach o* the team, anBroad jump—Won by McFadden Fellowship club Tuesday night on
Coley, Moore. Martin 2, P. Coakley 3, Parker c
Clemson's track team defeated
4 2 1 7
bowled Parker over backwards. Ace did a complete back- Buchanan,
nounced this week.
Bickley, Duncan: Two base Jessen p
4 1 0 1
(Clemson); and Cate (Ga.) tie; "Spiritual Values In a Modern
Furman 89 1-2 to 41 1-2 yesterday
ward somersault, but came up grinning and holding the ball hits—Martin, Buchanan: Three base hits x Truluck
1 0 0 0
Five of the ten men were altihrd,
Dodd (Ga.); distance, 21 ft. Democracy."
with
Banks
McFadden's
19
points
Martin 2, Bickley: Stolen base
ready letter men. They are J.
safely clutched in his hand. That was as pretty an out- —Wages,
7 1-2 inches.
leading defeated Furman"s frosh,
—Wofford: Sacrifices—Duncan,
Wages,
Totals
35 7 7 27 13
S. Mace, G. M. McMillan, J. C.
x—Batted for Pickens in 6th.
High jump—Won by Wooten son); third Hambright (Clemson).
63 to 52.
'
field catch and play at home as could be found in the F. Coakley: Left on Bases—Clemson 10;
Crumbley, K. G. Lytton, and J.
Furman 7; Bases on Balls, off—Hol- Presbyterian
400 010 000
(Ga.); second, Brooks (Ga.); third, Distance 121 feet.
The
summary
■
majors, and it was executed by our own Clemson Tigers. iday 1. Dobton 5, Blalock 2. Moore 10, Clemson
010 370 000
W.
Johnson.
New
lettermen
Norton (Clemson). Height, 5 feet
Shotput — Won by McFadden
100-yard dash—Won by Breazeale,
Byers 1: Struck out. by—Holliday 2,
Errors: Pickens 3, Irick 2. Parker, TanCINDERMEN SHINE
are W. A. Robinson, H. Straw(Clemson; second, Fordham (Ga.);
9 inches.
Dobson 1, Moore 1. Byers 4: Hits off— nery, Mavry 3, Shealey, Bird, Blalock, Furman; second, Fitzer, Furman;
horn,
M.
R.
Hunter,
R.
H.
McThe track team, even while losing to the University of Holliday 7 in 3 2-3: Moore 8 in 4 in- Moore. Runs batted in—Eaton 2, Bucha- third, Hunter, Clemson. Time 10.2.
Pole vault:—Won
by Wooten third, Fritts (Clemson). Distance,
(none out in fifth); Dobson 2 in nan 3. Two base hits—Butler, P. CoackIntosh, and G. E. Thompson.
(Ga.); second, Fennel (Clemson) 41 feet 1 inch.
220—Won by Breazeale, Furman;
Georgia, still looked as good as, if not better than, last nings
1 1-3 innings
(none out in sixth): ley, Tannery.
Three "base hits—Eaton.
and Richards (Clemson) tie; Height
Javelyin throw—Won by SalisFurman;
third,
Balk—Blalock: Passed balls—Shetley 2: Erwin.
Home runs—Buchanan.
Stolen second, Fitzer,
year's cindermen. Although the team is still weak in spots, Umpires—Heath
and Keats.: Time—3:10.8 bases—Tannery, Buchanan.
bury (Ga.); second, Moore (Clem11 feet.
Sacrifices— Coward, Clemson; Time 22.8.
Tiger
Tennis
Men
it has shown remarkable strength in other places and
Shealey, Coakley.
Double plays—Pickens
Discuss — Won by McFadden son); third, Harris (Ga.). Distance,
440—Ward and Goodman, Clemto G. Coakley to Buchanan: Jessen to
promises to be a real threat in dual meets yet to come
(Clemson); second, Fritts (Clem- 198 4 inches.
Buchanan; P. Coakley to Parker.
Left son, tied for first; Campbell, Fur- Drop Second Game
Shadows
Of
Clemson
and in the state me'et.
on bases—Presbyterian 4,
Clemson
5. man, third. Time 2:09.
Bases on balls: off' Jessen 1. Off Dubose
Mile run—Won by Walker, Clem- To Guilford Team
Hospitality Cast
CAPTAIN BANKS STARS
2. Off Johnson 1,
Struckout: by JeBsen
son; second, Thomason, Clemson;
4;
by
Dubose
4:
by
Johnson
1.
Hits
off:
Of course Captain Banks M'Fadden was the guiding By Atlanta Writer
The Tiger Racketeers lost their
Campbell,
Furman. Time
Dubose 7 in 4 2-3 inning's. Passed balls: third,
ECKERD'S
second match of the season when
star in the Georgia meet just as he was in the P. C.
Moore. Losing: pitcher: Dubose. Umpires: 4:50.
OF GREENVILLE
Witten. Time 2:00.
1
Guilford's
touring
netmen
defeatEd
Danforth,
sports
editor
of
the
Two mile run—Won by Schrodmeet, taking two first places, two second places, and tyed
them
c-1
on
T:ger
courts.
The
Atlanta Journal, in his "An Ear To
..25c
Any
size
roll
of
films
developed and printed ...
er, Clemson; second, Beckett, Cleming for another first place. Banks was top place man in The Ground" column Thursday
son; third, Caughman, Clemson. severe wind proved advantageous
3c
EXTRA
FOR
MAIL
ORDERS
both the discus and shot put and tied for top honors in the told of Clemson's hospitality as
to the visiting team as they had
Time 11:09.
213 N. MAIN ST.
broad jump, but allowed Vassa Cate, the Georgia ace displayed during a past visit of
120-yard hurdles — Won by Mc- played under similar conditions in
their
two
previous
matches.
a
Georgia
Tech
team
here.
Fadden, Clemson, second, Hencoached personally by the Olympic champion Spec Towns, Mr. Danforth's column said:
Holtzendorff was defeated for the
dricks, Clemson; third, Dorman,
to break the tape ahead of him in the two hurdle events.
first time this season by McCausley,
"Hospitality now pitching for
Furman. Time 15.3.
Small but fast Alan Coward did a fine job of run- Clemson".
L. O. Vereen, junior general sci220-yard hurdles—Won by Mc- Guilford's No. 1 netman. Holtzen• DRINK
ning the sprints in Georgia. Up against a highly superior Hospitality can be carried too far ence student from Latta, was this Fadden, Clemson; second, Pasley, dorff serves well and played
steadily
but
his
opponent
seemed
sports, Coach Mauer thinks.
week elected president of the Wes- Clemson; third, Huprell, Furman.
runner—to quote the dope sheets— Alan gave no quarter in"Once
slightly superior under such adupon a time I brought my ley Foundation Council for 1940 Time 24.9.
and ran a heart-breaking race to finish only half a stride basketball team down this way to to
succeeft John
R. Bettis,
of
Pole vault — Fennell, Clemson, verse weather conditions.
behind the Bulldog man.
play Tech, Georgia and Clemson. Greenville.
Brubeck, Furman, Cudd, Furman,
ITS BETTER
Jack Lytton was named vice- and Richards, Clemson, tied, 12 ASME President
Whitey Graham, 440 sprint star for the Tigers, came We played Tech on Friday, Georgia Saturday.
feet.
president
in
criarge
of
Epworth
through as expected in his event and walked away with
"Josh
Cody was
coaching at League, and J. J. Pitts and KathHigh jump—E. Norton, J. Norton Be Here Monday
the honors over Watson of Georgia.
Clemson and he' invited us up to leen Hall were selected vice-presi- and Maness,
Clemson, tied for
Warren McBride, national presiThe remaning members of the team are all good spend Sunday before our Monday dents to lead the Sunday school. first, 5.Q8.
dent of the American Society of
game.
Other
officers
named
were
J.
C.
Broad jump—Won by Huprell, Mechanical Engineers, will address
for a second or third place anytime with no particularly
"We were welcomed at Clemson Newell, secretary; G. S. Thomp- Furman; second. McFadden, Clem- the junior and senior mechanical
outstanding runners among them. The most outstanding and
they turned on the heat. Our son, treasurer; G. G. Bellamy, pub- son;
third,
Brubeck, Furman. and electiracl engineering students
need at present is for a good high jumper.
boys stuffed themselves in the mess licity director; H. S. Wilson and J. Distance 22.3.
at noon Monday. Mr. McBride, a
hall and buddied around with the C. Culler, pianists.
WHAT! NO GOLF TEAM?
Discus—Won by Fritts, Clemson, gradaute of Auburn, has traveled
Clemson
boys.
By
Monday
morning
The following committee chair- second,
McFadden,
Clemson; extensively in Europe.
There will be no golf team this year. Why? We don't my boys had decided that Clemson
were announced by the incom- third, Grant, Furman. Distance
Monday afternoon Mr. McBride
know, but it's bound to be due to a lack of interest on was the greatest school in the men
ing president: Worship, Lytton 121.6.
will attend a dinner meeting of
te part of either the cadets or the coaching staff.
country and they wished to good- and Pitts; Mission, Clyde CrawJavelin—Won by Moore, Clem- the Greenville section of the A.
If the cadets are to blame, then something should be ness they had gone there instead ford; Recreation, Raymond Sellers; son; second, Dorman, Furman; S. M. E.-in Greenville.
of Kentucky. After two more mat- Deputations, Frank West; Evange- third,
Seel,
Furman.
Distance
done to recreate an interest in the game. After all, Clem- chless meals in the mess hall, I
N. C. Hughes;
Leadership 165.5.
The real movie hero is the man
son had a fairly good team last year, and two members had to call them up for a pep lism,
PHONE NO. 97
ANDERSON, S. C.
Training, L. T.
Jones; Drama,
Relay—Ward, Smith, Dickerson who can take his own seat and igof that team are again in school and eligible to play. meeting and try to instill a little O'Neal Jacobs;
Inter-denomina- and Graham, Clemson. 3:33.6.
nore the usher.
fighting
spirit
into
them.
No
use.
From what we've heard, there are several other cadets
tional Cooperation, J. J. Lever;
Shot put—Won by Farry, Furjust could
not bear the Music, J. T. Powers; Transporta- man; second, McFadden, Clemson;
interested in golf and will to help. organize a team, too. They
thought of beating such fine fel- tion, J. Q. Lever; Ushers, Morris third, Fleming, Furman. Distance
Surely an interested coach could find some material out of lows as the Clemson boys at bas- King; and Refreshments, J. Q. Le- 42.4.5.
the 2,000 odd boys at Clemson. If there's a lack of interest ketball."
ver.
At a meeting of the group last WORMS REPRESENT
among the cadets, an intramural tournament or the like
400 GIRLS EXPECTED
Wednesday evening plans were disshould get plenty of cooperation.
cussed for obtaining a private club STUDENT LEADERS
The other possibility is that the coaching staff is HERE FOR TAPS BALL
Continued From Page One
room, and the adoption of the conContinued From Page One
Scouter's Service Society,
and
just not interested in golf or the golf team. Perhaps all
vors will also be presented to each stitution was delayed until the regimental staff captain of Pershthe members of the staff are pretty hard pressed right at and every girl at the banquet by next meeting.
ing Rifles.
present with all the athletics going on, or perhaps the their various dates.
Ed Hallman, of Aiken, Associate
coaches are just unwilling to try to organize a team with- The field house has undergone Clemsonians Attend art editor 1940 Taps, member Tiger
reformation and will be
Brotherhood, member of Minarets,
out more cooperation from the cadets. In either event, aa complete
lovely sight to look upon on Fri- Credit Union Meet
regimental sergeant major, chairthe coaches' job is to awaken new interest in sports and day night! Some thirty odd boys
man architectural exhibit for enDr.
W.
T.
Ferrier,
professor
of
aghelp give the average cadet more extra-curricula recrea- have been working every night for
ricultural economics,
Dr. J. E. gineering-architecture day.
tion rather than to produce championship teams in all the past three weeks decorating Ward,
Pinckney Eve, YMCA president,
professor
of
economics
and
the gym and their work is not in
ROOME 1—329
member Alpha Zeta, member Tiger
sports. It's up to the coaches to produce the initiative and vain!
government,
Mr.
J.
Roy
Cooper,
asThe old gym is so spruced up
Brotherhood, president Sears schoarouse lazy cadets from their lethargy.
sociate
secretary
of
the
YMCA,
and
t'will be hardly recognizable as
larship club, Danforth Fellowship
Coaches fault, cadets fault, whose fault no one knows, the same place. Huge white col- Dr. W. H. Mills, professor of rural winner, and a member of several
sociology, attended a meeting of the
umns
of
the
Spanish
type
are
nor does it make much difference. The main fact in the placed in the most conspicuous credit unions of the northeastern other campus organizations.
Lauren Dreisbach, of Columbia,
case is that, as things stand now, there will be no golf places and the results are very ef- section of South Carolina in Greenbattalion sergeant major, member
ville Thursday.
team this year. What about it? Is Clemson, the school noted fective and realistic!
of Tiger Brotherhood, captain of
Order your date's corsage from a dependable Florist
There were one hundred and 1940 boxing team, treasurer BIOCK
for its many and varied sports, not to have one of the The vocal renditions • will be ably
cared for by pretty Kitty Kallen twenty five members present, rep- C Club.
essential minor sports in its athletic curriculum?
who has acquired quite a bit of resenting unions in Greenville, An-

Tracksters Down
Purple Hurricane
On Tiger Track

Wesley Council
Elects Vereen

Pepsi-Cola 7-lip Bottling Works

Richard Ruhle Refrigeration Co.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES

See-

Manley Wright

NOW!!

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST
AT

SULLIVATVT
HARDWARE CO.

1 ^1

Anderson, South Carolina

fame as a singer delux. Teagarden
himself will assist Miss Kallen in
the singing and he is no slouch
either with the vocal chords.
Clemson is definitely a "swing"
school and Teagarden is definitely
a "swing" band, so the two ought
to make a neat combination. Being rated in the swing annals as
one of the best in the business and
affectionately called "The Troubadore of the Trombone," Teagarden
shares the throne of honor with
Tommy Dorsey in original and distinctive music!
There'll be plenty of girls, plenty of music, and plenty of dancing, so lets all get on the old band
wagon and be on board when the
ball stars rolling on Friday night
the 19th.
Bill Bouton of the C. D. A. has
announced the following prices to

J. J. Lever, of Columbia, is editor
derson, Laurns. Spartanburg, and of The Tiger.
Oconee. At present, there are
eighty five hundred of these unions
in the United States.
8

A large variety of flowers to choose from at a price

Tate, Brock Go
To Great Falls

that will meet your immediate approval.

Mr. H. S. Tate, professor of industrial education and Mr. J. L.
Brock, associate professor of industrial education, attended a banquet of the evening classes at Great
Falls Saturday night. Mr. Tate was
the principal speaker.
prevail at the coming series:
Friday night—$2.75—Formal.
Tea Dance—$1.00—Informal.
Saturday night—$2.00—Informal.
Block Ticket—$5.00.
Saving—$0.75.

Church Program
Be Presented Sunday

Rev. David A. Clyburn, Methodist
pastor, announced this week that
the Sunday morning service this
week will be devoted to the Church
School.
Members of the Church School
department will outline the purposes and aims of this program.
Among those appearing on Sunday's
program will be Major S. W. Martin, Professor F. M. Kinard, Dr.
James E. Ward, Professor John
Paul Liicas, Mrs. Nash Grey, Cadet L. C. Vereen, Mrs. Gaston
Gage, Mrs. C. G. Henry, Mrs. Burnett, Mrs. Frank Anderson, and Mrs.
John Wigington.
8
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WakefielcTs Flowers
ANDERSON, S. C.
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Junior Class To Produce "Whistliri' In The Dark" In Chapel May 10
Juniors Urged To
Pay For JuniorSenior Series

\9W TAPS BALL
AP*IL

19 £, ZO

CLEM50N COLLEGE

Archie McDowell
Is Director .

Junior Class President Roy
Pearce this week announced
that each junior attending the
annual Junior-Senior banquet
and dance May £, 4 will be assessed $3.00 which will admit
him and his date to the banquet and dance and will pay
for the favors. These men will,
of course, be entitled to the
banquet next year.
Seniors who did not pay last
year will be charged $1.50, it
was stated.
Favors will be white kid
pocketbooks with stamped gold
seals on them, Pearce said.
AH members of the junior
class are urged to pay the class
treasurer, Pinckney Eve, as
soon as possible.
At a meeting tonight the class
voted not to give flowers.
The Friday night dance will
be formal.

History Profs
Attend Meeting
At Greenwood
A. G. Holmes, L. F. Brewsber,
and Carl Epting, Professors of
History, attended the annual meeting of the South Carolina Historical Society in Greenwood at the
Oregon Hotel last Saturday.
This society, one of the lives t
teachers societies in the state, was
started some 10 years ago with
Professor Holmes as one of its
earlier presidents. A most interesting paper was read at the meeting
on the society in Charleston around
1832; these facts were obtained
from issues of the Charleston Mercury.
Professor Holrrifes said that there
is now much interest in Southern
history, especially during the civil
War period.

HANDY MAN—About two weeks ago Professor Tom Fitzpatrick, of
the architecture department, was a full fledged architecture professor, but he dabbled in horticulture and got bit. It all started
when Professor FitzPatrick told some architects that they could
not grow grass in front of the model homes on the third floor of
the engineering building in time for Architects and Engineers Exposition. He told the students that if they grew the grass for the
exposition he would cut it with a pair of shears. The above picture
shows the professor cutting the three-inch grass.

AMERICA'S BUSIEST

The Junior Class will present a
play, "Whistling In the Dark," in
the college chapel on May 10, President Roy Pearce announced today.
The casting is complete and rehearsals are being held nightly under the direction of Archie McDowell, English instructor, and Mrs. McDowell.
The cast as announced by McDowell is composed of Bill Awtrey,
Dick Caughman, Chick Dunham,
Peter Pelham, Frank Hinnant, Ed
Hallman, Billy Early, Abie Cameron,
Stan Shurtleff, H. M. Lynn, A. Z.
Cox, and Miss Dorothy Rhyne,
Calhoun-Clemson high student who
will carry the only female role in
the play.
L. C. Vereen is stage manager for
the production and E. H. Lesesne
has been named publicity chairman. Ed Young, class vice-president, will have charge of the printing of the program.
President Annie Maude Derrick
of the Limestone Junior class, informed President Pearce this week
that the Limestone girls have accepted the invitation to be guests
of the Clemson class at the play.
A social will be given afterwards
in the YMCA reception parlors in
honor of the Limestone girls and
members of the cast.
Admission will be 20c for cadets
and high school students and 30c
for adults.
Some producers are so dumb that
the only thing they can cast correctly is a shadow.

CIGARETTE

Clemson Professors
To Figure At Meet
Of Science Academy

SPONSORS:—Pictured above are the attractive young women who
will sponsor for members of the Executive staff of Taps, yearbook
of the Clemson corps of cadets, at the colorful Taps Ball to be
held this week-end. Music for the series will be furnished by Jack
Teagarden and his orchestra. Top row, left to right: Miss Mary
Lou Stubblefield, Greenwood, sponsoring for Cadet Hord Stubblefield, associate and art editor; Miss Kathryn McCollum, Clemson,
for C. \\. Wray, editor-in-chief; Miss Dorothy Bickley, Pendleton,

ROTC Men Report
For Camp In June
Contrary to an announcement which appeared in the
Tiger last week,
the annual
ROTC summer camp at Fort
McClellan, Alabama will open
June 7 instead of July 7, as
was announced.
Students will be required to
report to the camp in time
June 7 to get oriented, and be

LOST LADIES' WATCH
Miss Jess Tolly Muldroe, of Anderson, lost
a ladies' white-gold
wrist watch, with black band, somewhere between the main building
and the engineering building Sunday.
Finder is requested to bring the
watch by the Tiger office or by
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun's office.
ready for the regular routine
June 7. The camp will extend
through July 18.
10
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CLEMSON CADETS ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME AT

MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson, S. C.

Main Street

ts of small lots of shoes to
SEE OUR LADIES' and CHILDREN'S PLAY WEAR

Wide range of styes
and colors

MEN'S
SLACK SUITS

COA

to

J79

C^ Ofi
**»7«

*<} AC to *£ ft|y*«73
VJ*7J

SHIRTS

250

™V

ERETT'S
—SENECA, S. C.

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms.

That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

for P. T. Garrett, business manager. Middle row: Miss Vallie Vance
Anderson, Gastonia, N. C, for W. D. Anderson, literary editor;
Miss Louise Zeigler, Bamberg, for K. F. McLaurin, advertising
manager; Miss Gertrude McKeown, Charlotte, N. C, for M. H.
Cranford, photo editor. Bottom: Miss Lill Boulware, Winnsboro,
N. C, for W. fl. Maning, sports editor; Miss Julian Prentice, Anniston, Ala., for W. O. Van Wyck, feature editor; and Miss Lydia
Leitner, Winthrop, for W. E. Hallman, assistant art editor.

Lane's Article On Negro Writers
Carried By Current Issue Of
State Education Magazine
By EARL MAZO
Prof. John D. Lane, of the Clemson English department, tells of the
"New Negro," and his place in literature, in an article entitled "Negro Writers in College Textbooks,"
published in the current issue of
"South Carolina Education."
Pointing, at first, to the establishment and growth of the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, Prof. Lane traces
development in the literature produced by Negroes from the early
1900's to the 1920's when works of
Negro authors began to appear in
national American magazines, and
the 1930's when those works began
to appear in college text-books.
The Clemson professor, in his article, says that the "New Negro" is
not interested in imitating the
whites, but wants to develop a literature of his own. Quoting Langston Hughes, a Negro poet, on this
subject, he says: " . . We young
Negro artists intend to express our
individual dark-skinned selves without fear or shame."
Two popular contentions for the
rise of the Negro's literature, Prof.

Lane said, are "miscegenation and
fad." Many of the Negro writers
have more white blood than colored, he said; and explaining the fad,
"the Negro in literature is still an
oddity," and oftentimes, "his work
is greeted from the standpoint of
race and not art." These contentions, he said, are purely speculative.
Discussing the attitude taken by
some of the poets, Prof. Lane
showed where the trend was to raceconsciousness. "It is my jpersonal
opinion that race consciousness is
the first barrier the would-be Negro poet will have to remove before
he can ever be an artist. No real
art ever ' came from self-consciousness."
Among facts brought out in the
education magazine article is: There
are upwards to 50 Negro wttters of
verse at present who claim that
they have published over a 100 volumes. The Negroes who have works
publshed in college anthologies of
modern poetry include Claude McKay , Countee Cullen, Langston
Hughes, and James Weldon Johnson.

B. S. U. Council
Elects Officers

Ward Addresses
Oconee Teachers

Ed Young, Junior dairying major from Florence, was this week
named president of the Baptist
Student Union Council for the
coming year, it was announced today by Robert L. Arrington, retiring president.
Other members selected are D.
J. Ross, 1st vice-president; Pinckney Eve, 2nd vice-president; Melvin Cantrell, 3rd vice-president,
Cecil Stokes, secretary;
E.
M.
Reynolds, treasurer;
H. L. LeMaster, Sunday School representative; W. E. Awtrey, B. Y. P. U.
Director; C. S. Hughey, chorister;
L. B. Stanfield, magazine representative; H. E. Blanton, corresponding secretary; F. A. Spearman, reporter; H. L. Sturgis, deputation chairman; E. M. Johnson,
company representative chairman.
These members of the council
were guests of the Wintrop B. S.
TJ. council at their installation
banquet last Saturday evening at
the Rock Hill, Hotel.
10

Dr. James E. Ward, head of the
social science department, spoke
last Thursday at Fair Play, to the
Oconee County Teachers association on "Your and My Role in a
Democratic Society."
"It is the duty of the teachers
to restate democratic ideals in simple language," Dr. Ward said. "This
restatement is not enough, he continued, unless practiced; democracy
is not a theory."
Dr. Ward said that democracy
was threatened from within by the
apathy and ignorance of its own
people, and in conclusion said that
"the schoolteacher writes the insurance policy of democracy."
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Credle Elected
To Honor Frat
Professor A. B. Credle, professor
of Electrical Engineering at Clemson, recently was elected a member of the Sigma Xi, national honorary society for scientifi- research

The seventeenth annual meeting
of the South Carolina Academy of
Science will be held Saturday, April
19, at Furman University, Dr. G. H.
Collings, head of the agronomy
school and secretary of the association, announced today.
Clemson men presenting papers
are Dr. F. H. Taylor, botany professor, who will speak on "Comparative Anatomy of the Secondary
Xylem in the Violacea and Flacoustiaceae"; E. J. Lease and J.H.Michell, South Carolina experiment station, "Bio-chemical and Nutritional
Studies the Sweet Potato;" P. G.
Miller and J. P. LaMaster, dairy department, "Beneficial Effects of
Adding Milk to the Sub-normal
Diet;" Dr. G. B. Armstrong, South
Carolina experiment station, "Fusarium Wilt of Cotton and Tobacco;" and Dr. Leland Shanor, botany
professor, "Some Observations on
the Host Range of Certain Species
of Olpidiopsis."
In requesting the attendance of
a large number of Clemson students, Dr. Collings said that many
timely topics relating to agriculture,
chemistry, medicine, and engineering will be discussed.
A paper of particular interest, Dr.
Collings said, is one by an American waterfowl specialist, Mr. Harold
S. Peters, on his recent biological
survey of the North.
A. B. Bryan of the extension service is editor for the academy.

Chesterfield goes to bat with the

Definitely Milder
Cooler-Smoking
Better-Tasting
. .. these are the three good
qualities that every smoker
wants and every smoker gets
in Ghesterfield.That's because
Chesterfields are made of the
world's best tobaccos, blended
in the right combination.
You can't buy a better cigarette.

Derrick Honored
By 4-H Conferees
W. G. Derrick, agricultural education junior from Johnston, was
elected second vice-president of the
Interstate 4-H Club conference held
at Camp Long last week-end.
Ben Leonard, agricultural sophomore from Due West, elected head
of the social committee for the next
annual conference.
The purpose of the club, according to G. W. Jones, newly elected
president of the Clemson chapter
was to "provide social opportunity,
to better understand the significance of college 4-H clubs, to provide further opportunity for leadership development, and to better understand the rural problems confronting students."
Other members of the Clemson
club who attended the conference
are F. E. Wells, retiring president;
Ezell Lanford, Kester Bodie, Luther
Ard, C. L. Wilson, W. H. Gramling,
J. W. Johnson, R. C. Shelley, J. D.
Hughey, C. S. Hughey, and J. E.
Craig.
There were approximately 75 delegates present from Clemson, Winthrop, University of Georgia, and
the University of North Carolina.
Recreation was under the direction of Mr. and Mrs. Romaine
Smith of Clemson.
Assistant State Boy's Club Agent
Leon Clayton was also present.
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Williams To Make
Research Survey
Dr. B. O. Williams, professor of
rural sociology and statistics has
been designated to make a survey
of research which is being conducted n rural sociology throughout the South. Dr. Williams will
prepare a report of his findings
and will present it at the conference of the Sociologists
of the
South which will be held the last
week in August dt Blue Ridge, S.
C. This conference is being held
in cooperation with the General
Education
Board of New York
City.
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